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City cracks down on unpaid tickets
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray Police Chief John Knight
is ready to give the "boot" to
local residents with unpaid parking tickets.
Knight told the Murray City
Council Thursday night that, beginning Monday, a concentrated effort
will begin to collect unpaid park-

ing tickets by issuing citations for
repeat offenders to appear in court.
If that effort does not work,
though. Knight has plans for more
drastic efforts.
Knight made a proposal to the
council that if the citations do not
work, officers should be allowed
to use a "boot," a mechanical
device installed on vehicles to pre-

vent mobilization, to keep repeat
offenders in place until they pay
their parking tickets.
"If we write the tickets and
people don't pay them, we're not
getting anywhere," Knight said.
"Initially, we would be using this
only on those with multiple offenses. What would happen is we
would have (the 'boot') on the

car until these people came in and
paid their tickets."
Knight said there are several
repeat offenders with tallies of
more than $100 in unpaid tickets.
Most of the offenses, he said,
occur in the downtown area, near
and on the court square, where
most of the parking spaces have
two-hour time limits.

Although the council took no
action on Knight's proposal, Danny
Hudspeth, chair of the council's
public safety committee, said he
hopes the court citations will remedy the problem.
"If the citations don't work, we
may have to look into the 'boot,—
he said. "Hopefully, we won't have
to get to that."

BERNARD

The council did vote, however,
to accept Knight's recommendation that a four-way stop be placed
at the intersection of South Third
and Maple streets, near the Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
The public safety committee had
reviewed the traffic situation at

•See Page 2
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END OF AN ERA.. Murray State University employees and local contractors worked together
Thursday morning for about four hours to remove the replica of Friendship 7, the space capsule used by John Glenn in the first American manned space mission. The capsule, housed
in the National Scouting Museum, was being prepared for transport to its new location in Texas
as the museum itself packs up and moves to its new home nearer the national headquarters.
At left, workers plot strategy as to how to get the approximately 1,400 pound artifact lowered
safely in the tight quarters of its display area. After being safely lowered, the capsule (above)
is removed through the double emergency exit doors, widened by torch for the wide load.

Weaks Center Local grand jury to hear MSU case
settlement
expected soon
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The new face of the George Weaks Community Center, rendered unusable by a fire in December, could begin to take shape
as early as April.
According to Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
an insurance settlement on the Weaks Center could be reached by
the end of this month.
"We're moving toward realizing how much we're going to have
to work with," Elkins said Thursday at a meeting of the Weaks
Community Center Board. "No matter what the loss is, we'll be
covered."
Elkins said the available coverage limit for the building and its
personal property is approximately $1.2 million.
While Elkins said the money received will be used to construct
a more practical facility, it will not allow a more expensive facility to be built.
• "What (the insurers) are obligated to do is put us in the same
position we were in before the fire," Elkins said. "In other words.
they'll give us enough money to build back exactly what we had.
When we get the money, though, we don't have to rebuild exactly what we had."
The Weaks Center had also been approved for a grant to per-
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A Calloway County grand jury will hear
evidence in April concerning bum marks that
were found March 4 on a section of carpet
on the second floor of Murray State University's Hart Residential College.
According to a press release from the Kentucky State Police, who is investigating the
incident, enough significant evidence had been
gathered to submit the incident to the grand

214 and 219 in Hart Residential College.
A burn mark was also found on a door
frame on the same floor.
The e-mail also stated that since not enough
smoke or heat was generated to set off the
residence hall's fire alarm, no immediate notice
was given to MSU Public Safety or other residents of the building.
MSU Public Safety and the State Fire Marshal's Office are also investigating the incident.

Cameras used in area search
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Two new infrared cameras given
to the Calloway County Disaster
Emergency Services Rescue Squad
had a trial by fire this week in
the Graves County hunt for the body
of Aubrey Smith, 26, Kevil.
Graves County officers found
what they believe to be Smith's
bullet-riddled and bloodsoaked
clothing in woods near Mayfield
last Thursday, as well as a burned
car belonging to him. Sunday. an
anonymous call notified Graves
County authorities that Smith's body
was in Clark's River. dumped from
a bridge on the Purchase Park-

way. Since then, three men have
been charged with his murder, but
have not been apprehended.
The body has not been found
yet, but authorities anticipate being
able to walk the relatively shallow river to search by Saturday
because of dropping water levels.
Earlier in the week, the local
DES Rescue Squad received a call
requesting assistance with the river
search. This was the first time the
infrared cameras, recently given to
the squad by the Murray Woman's
Club, Lions Club, Kiwanis Club
and Rotary Club, were needed for
use in the field. The cameras are
capable of visualizing underwater

images, even in the murky waters
of shallow rivers like the Clark's.
"Graves County found out we
had these and asked us if we could
help out," squad captain Ronnie
Burkeen said. "Of course, that's
what we're here for."
The cameras are small, fourinch devices connected to a monitor by a cable. A telescopic boom
can be placed on the cameras,
which is how the squad used them
in the river search. Along with
Graves County officials. Burkeen
and squad member David Waldrop
floated down the river searching
with the two $1,000 cameras held
underwater in hopes of finding thc
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jury.
"They're pretty sure they know who did
it," Commonwealth's Attorney Gale Cook, who
the KSP conferred with on the matter, said
Friday morning.
Cook did not release the suspect's name,
but did indicate that the suspect is a male.
A campus-wide e-mail was sent out to MSU
faculty. staff and students Tuesday stating that
a name had been found burned into a 3 foot
by 3.5 foot portion of carpet between rooms
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body.
Despite the futile seven-hour
search. Burkeen said the first outing with the cameras, which he
believes to be the only ones in
this end of the state, was a fruitful one.
"We're tickled to death," Burkeen said. "We think they worked
real well. We also didn't know
how they'd work out of the water.
but they work fine out of the
water. That means, if someone
were to fall out of the water, say
in a well, or a deep hole, these
cables are 150 feet long. We'd be
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City schools see attendance decline
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Officials from the city schools
met last month to try and address a
recent decline in attendance.
Their efforts, according to Pat
Seiber. director of pupil personnel,
produced statistics to aid in attacking the problem.
Seiber told members of the city
school board Thursday that the
conference, which was made up of
the site-based councils from each
school, in response to declining attendance in all three schools in the
past six months.
While the cumulative attendance
number, 95.69 percent, is still
above the 95 percent Murray
schools strive to achieve, the percentage is gradually inching closer

to that benchmark.
"Kids have to be in school if
they're going to learn," Seiber said.
"Attendance has not been as good
as it has in past years, For us, it's
taken a little dip in each of the past
few years."
To enhance her point, Seiber
presented statistics drawn up since
enrollment statistics were kept in
1982.
One of the findings was that
Murray schools were at the highest
number of enrollment ever. However, Kentucky school funding is
not determined by enrollment,
rather the average daily percentage
of attendance.
Furthermore, Seiber said that for
each student, the school gets a base
amount of about $3,000 in funding
per year, which is then adjusted for

• City ...
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the intersection at its previous
meeting. After reviewing it himself, Knight determined that a fourway stop would be the only solution to the intersection's visibility
problems.
"I don't see any other way to
do it," he said. "Those businesses can't afford to lose any more
parking spaces."
In other business, the council
voted to approve a budget amendment for the Murray Tourism Commission that will allow the organization to contribute to the development of a meeting and banquet
room at Murray State University's
Regional Special Events Center.
The council approved the transfer of $80,000 from the commission's escrow account to put toward
the project. The commission's
escrow account is built up by a
1 percent deduction from its 4
percent tax that is charged on all
hotel room rentals in Murray.
Director Judy Gargus ,aid the

commission has donated money in
the past to not only RSEC, but
also to the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center for
improvements designed to boost
the use of the buildings.
Combined with funding provided by MSU for the renovation,
the total budget for the improvements to the room now stands at
approximately $140,000. Gargus
said it will be located just off of
RSEC's VIP lobby.
The council also voted to:
• Approve the introduction of a
ordinance to rezone a tract of land at
717 Elm St. owned by William and
Marcy Snodgrass from multi-family residential to professional office.
• Approve the second reading of
an ordinance rezoning a tract of land
located at the end of Spruce Street
owned by Robert Swift from floodway to industrial.
• Grant the mayor approval to sign
the necessary documents to accept a
$260,000 grant for streetscape improvements to the downtown area.
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attendance.
That equals out to about $20 per
day, meaning the "senior skip day"
last month cost the school system
more than $800.
Seiber said technology money,
transportation funds and even
safety funds are tied to attendance,
meaning the cost of a student skipping a day of class is even higher.
Finally, the cost of a 1 percent
dip in attendance across all Murray
city schools is $50,000 - enough for
two teachers or two labs, superintendent W.A. Franklin said.
The root problem, according to
Seiber, is not "hard-core" truants:
only five students in the system
have been taken to truancy court.
The solution to the problem will
begin with the individual school
policies, she said.
"One other thing we found was
that the individual school attendance policies and the board policies don't necessarily agree," Seiber said. "We compared them all,
and they'll bring back some policies that they've developed next
Monday (March 12) to address the
problem."
In other business, the board:
• Announced the launch of
Leadership Tomorrow, the successor to Leadership Murray. The program will bring together people
"not necessarily associated with
education," she said, to teach students about specialized fields.
The program has monthly sessions on careers, each led by leaders in the industry. The program is
open to about 25 students from
both Calloway and Murray schools,
and will be selected through blind
screening.
• Moved the graduation date to
June 4 because of days missed because of inclement weather in December.
• Approved the 2001-2002
school calendar as submitted by
Seiber, with an amendment made
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by band director John Strobe to
move the fall break back one week
to Oct. 1-5, as well as the professional development day, now to be
held a week earlier on Sept. 28.
• Approved the contract between
RBS Design Group of Owensboro
and the Murray Board of Education
for work on Murray schools, much
of which will be done on Murray
Elementary. Franklin said about $3
million of the estimated $4.7 million it will take to complete the
project will be focused on upgrading Murray Elementary.
The contract is one of the last
steps for the board until the project
goes to bid. Franklin estimated the
project would go to bid in August,
and work would be begun by the
fall.
• Voted to send a BG-1 application to the Kentucky Department of
Education for the energy savings
program discussed at the past two
meetings.
"This is something they have to
approve to give us permission to
move forward with the project,"
Franklin said. He said the project as
surveyed by EnerTek, an energy
savings corporation that originally
approached the board with the project, would do three things:
- Replace all lights in every
Murray city school to reduce energy consumption.
- Replace the boiler at the elementary school.
- Replace the air conditioning
system at the high school.
Franklin said he anticipated that
this project would go to bid earlier,
perhaps even mid-summer.
"There are three or four energy
savings firms in Kentucky," Franklin said. "They will all be invited to
bid."
All firms of these types are required to guarantee the savings
they promise when dealing with
public schools. The expense paid to
the corporation is required to pay
for itself on a yearly pace through
decreased utility costs, or the group
must pay the difference back to the
school.
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From Page 1
able to check on their condition."
The cameras are primarily used
for drownings, but not necessari
ly intended to save lives.
"I don't think the cameras will
save a life," he said. "If someone
is underwater, they're gone anyway. These cameras will help families find closure. I've seen too many
drownings where family members
have to wonder and worry for a
couple of days, and that's what
we're trying to eliminate.
"When you drag a river, many
times you'll hang a stump and
have to stop to see what it is,"
he added."With these devices, when
you hook something, you can look
and see what it is without wondering."
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SAFETY FIRST.. Farm Bureau member Sharon Furches puts
the finishing touches on a display touting the dangers of
overexposure to the sun. She and others prepared for the
Farm Safety Expo for unveiling Thursday night.

• Weaks
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form renovations to its education
building annex. That project, however, will now be lumped in with
the reconstruction of the building's
auditorium, which was totally
destroyed by the fire.
Elkins said renovation estimates
on the annex have ranged from
$110,000 to $170,000. Although that
portion of the project will have
to be re-bid, an architect from
Paducah, J. Patrick Kerr, has already
been brought on board to redesign
the auditorium, and Elkins said he
will also be used on the rest of
the project.
"It didn't make much sense to
have two architects working on
the same building," Elkins said.
"I anticipate that we'll be able to
incorporate the (renovation) project into the overall project without any major problems."
"We had already started planning on an addition to the (Calloway County) Senior Citizen's
Center before the fire," Kerr said.
"Our familiarity with the building,
I think, makes us an ideal choice
for this project."
Kerr said his company will provide all of the Weaks Center's
agencies with copies of the building's floor plans. Each of the agencies will then have an opportunity to provide input on what improve-

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Police Department

• Michael Akers, 19, Water Valley, was arrested early Friday morning
for trafficking in a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a school,
driving under the influence, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession
of marijuana and obstructed view or control of a vehicle. Akers was pulled
over for having too many people in the front of his truck. After being
stopped, he was found to be intoxicated. Following the arrest, officers
found marijuana and drug paraphernalia in the driver's seat. After a more
thorough search of the truck, officers also found a bag containing five
bags of marijuana, weight scales, a SKS semi-automatic rifle, about $200
and other drug paraphernalia. Akers is lodged in the Calloway County Jail
on a $2,500 cash, property or surety bond.
Hardin South Marshall Fire Department
• A fire in the 600 block of Hilldale Apartments in Hardin Thursday at
approximately 12:15 p.m. brought firefighters from the Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue to assist with the blaze. Fire
had already spread through both sides of the second floor breezeway upon
arrival.
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ments they would like to see made.
Kerr also said, though, that the
process of reconstruction will not
allow anyone to use the building
until at least 2002.
"We're looking at occupancy
somewhere around the beginning
of June of next year," he said.
-We're being highly optimistic. We
want everybody's input."
While Kerr said renovating the
portion of the Weaks Center that
is still standing would likely be
more cost-effective, some of the
building's former tenants are hoping for a total reconstruction.
"If it gets close and you can
just bulldoze the whole thing, that
would be fine," said Eric Kelleher, director of the senior citizens
center: "There's just a lot of problems with a 40-year-old building.
It always costs more than you
think to repair an old building.
That's what we're going to run
into with the Weaks Center."
Elkins, however, was cautious
to make any predictions about the
future until an insurance settlement is reached.
"We'd all like to have a brand
new building, but we've got to
work within the resources we have
the best we can," he said. "As
soon as I get the insurance settlement figure, we'll have another meeting and decide where we're
going to go from there."
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Fisher attorneys take case to high court
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Attorneys for condemned murderer
Willie Ervin Fisher petitioned the
U.S. Supreme Court on Friday
morning to review a state Supreme
Court ruling that lifted a judge's
last-minute stay of execution.
Defense attorneys also sought
another stay of execution while
the review is under way. State
officials had delayed the execution until 9 p.m. Friday to give
lawyers ample time to present arguments to the nation's highest court.

Officials at Central Prison had
resumed preparations to move ahead
with Fisher's execution after the
state Supreme Court lifted the stay
at about 4:45 a.m.
The justices began meeting at
about 2:15 a.m. after Superior
Court Judge Howard Manning Jr.
issued a stay of execution late
Thursday night, saying Gov. Mike
Easley might have had a conflict
of interest when he denied Fisher clemency Thursday evening.
Justice Bob Edmunds Jr., who

formerly served as a defense attorney for Fisher, recused himself
from the court's deliberations.
Manning granted the stay of
execution after Fisher's lawyers
questioned whether Easley could
make an impartial decision about
clemency because he had opposed
Fisher's appeals while serving as
attorney general.
"The sole issue considered by
this court is whether a person who
was attorney general of North Carolina when the direct appeal and

ilar case involving Virginia Gov.
Jim Gilmore. In that case, the
appeals court overturned a lower
court's restraining order, and an
inmate who killed his father, stepmother and two stepbrothers was
executed.
"Ironically, if Fisher's argument
is correct, under the North Carolina constitution, there is no one
who could grant clemency to him,
or for that matter, to any other
capital defendant in this state," prosecutors said in their 12-page petition to the Supreme Court. "Gov.
Easley is the only person under
our constitution with the power
of clemency; he must be permitted to exercise it if he so wishulation because he is independent es."
In denying clemency, Easley
minded. Lucas votes with Democrats 54 percent of the time, accord- said he had carefully reviewed
ing to a Congressional Quarterly Fisher's case and decided not to
commute his sentence to life in
magazine analysis.
The other five members of the prison, citing the "heinous nature"
Kentucky delegation — all Repub- of Angela Johnson's. murder.
"This brutal murder left two
licans — vote with their party
young
children motherless and devaccordtime,
the
of
percent
90
about
astated an entire family," Easley
ing to the analysis.
The state's senior senator, said. "Like every court that has
Republican Mitch McConnell, said reviewed this matter, I see no reaLucas' voting patterns suggest the son to overturn the jury's recom4th District congressman would mendation."
make a strong Republican.

post-conviction proceedings were
litigated, and who then becomes
governor, can without violating the
state and federal constitutions,
regardless of his good intentions,
consider such clemency application,
or whether he should be considered unavailable and the duties of
conducting the clemency proceedings assigned to the lieutenant governor," Manning wrote.
In challenging the stay of execution, prosecutors cited a 1998 federal appeals court ruling in a sim-

Lucas: No plans to change parties
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrat Ken Lucas wants to set the
record straight: The northern Kentucky congressman has no plans
to switch parties, despite the lobbying efforts of his Republican
counterparts.
"I'm happy being a conservative Blue Dog Democrat and that's
where I plan on staying," Lucas
said in an interview Thursday. The
Blue Dog Coalition is made up
of moderate and conservative
Democrats who generally focus on
fiscal issues.

Rep. Ernie Fletcher, of Lex- tion of Al Gore. He cited differington, is among the Republicans ences with Gore on abortion, tobacwho in recent months approached co and gun control.
Lucas' party allegiance has been
Lucas about switching parties. In
a statement Thursday, Fletcher said questioned before.
he felt Lucas would be more com"A year or so ago, when that
fortable in the Republican caucus. rumor was going around, I talked
to Ken and he assured me that
Republicans are trying to shore
up their leadership in the House, wouldn't happen," Democratic Gov.
Paul Patton said Thursday. The
where they have a slim 220-211
majority with two independents two men attended the University
of Kentucky together and remain
and two vacancies.
Lucas skipped the Democratic close friends.
Lucas says he believes he is
National Convention last summer
rather than vote for tht nomina- the subject of party-switching spec-

KENTUCKY LOTTERY

Senate trashes garbage plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark
said the notion of a cleaner Kentucky has become a victim of
gubernatorial gamesmanship.
"Garbage has been trashed by
the Senate," Clark said Thursday.
"It's all about power politics. David
Williams doesn't want Gov. Patton to pass anything this session
or the next."
Curbside garbage collection for
every household, state aid to counties for dump cleanup and litter
abatement are among the initiatives that sank when the solidwaste bill hit the legislative shoal
on Wednesday.
The political recriminations started almost immediately.
said
D-Louisville,
Clark.
Williams is a potential gubernatorial candidate himself in 2003 and
wants to make Patton look bad.
Williams, the Republican Senate president, said Patton and the
Democrats "proved their effort to

clean up Kentucky wasjust a sham."
As proof, Williams said Patton's
proposals were "mere window
dressing for his 'my way or the
highway' position."
Yet it was Williams and the 19
other Republicans in the Senate who
rejected the proposal passed by
53 Democrats and 17 Republicans
— half of the GOP membership
— in the House and endorsed by
the 18 Senate Democrats.
With only 20 Republicans, and
a constitutional requirement of 23
votes, the GOP initiative failed
along a 20-18 vote Wednesday.
Republicans said it was Patton
and Senate Democrats who failed
to deliver. "Effort to deal with
proper removal of solid waste
killed by governor and Senate
Democrats," the Republican release
said.
Patton's news release said, "The
opportunity to leave our children
a cleaner Kentucky has been lost
... because of lack of support from

Senate Republicans."
There seemed to be some movement toward a potential compromise Thursday. As the day wore
on, however, the reports of private meetings fizzled.
"I think they are now in a
blaming game," said Sen. David
Boswell, D-Owensboro. "I think
they realize they've shot themselves in the foot."
The last gasp on garbage was
an apparent agreement to make it
easier to collect bills for solidwaste removal by allowing them
to be placed on property tax bills.
The provision seemed especially
broad, however, and could allow
private hauling companies to seek
to have their delinquencies placed
on property tax bills.
The approaches taken by the
Patton administration and endorsed
by the House in its 70-28 vote
differed markedly from the proposal of Republicans in the Senate.

Fisher, 39, had been scheduled
to die by injection at 2 a.m. Friday in Central Prison for killing
Johnson, who was stabbed 32 times.
Fisher spent pan of Thursday
afternoon visiting with a social
worker and family members. He
requested a last meal of fried
chicken, mashed potatoes and gravy,
cabbage, sliced bread, chocolate
cake and orange Kool-Aid.
But after meeting with defense
lawyers and prosecutors at his
Raleigh home, Manning decided
to halt the execution.
Death penalty opponents standing vigil outside Central Prison
cheered when they learned of the
ruling.
"Let us write a nice letter to
Judge Manning, ... he has done
an unprecedented act of courage
tonight," said Steve Dear of People of Faith Against the Death
Penalty. "The standards of decency are evolving in the direction
our group welcomes."
Earlier Thursday, the North Carolina Center for Death Penalty Litigation released a videotape in
which a remorseful Fisher said he
had only himself to blame for
Johnson's killing.
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1-7-7
Pick 4:
5-2-0-I
Cash Ball:
1-5-13-25
Cash Ball
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FROM OUR READERS
Community made
party successful
Dear Editor:
The Seuss birthday party
on March 2 was great!
There were plenty of books
for all students who ate!
From breakfast to bedtime
the celebration extended.
All those who helped
are surely commended.
A community that cares
helps children succeed,
by sharing the joy
of loving to read!

We ask that you share your feelings with the
county magistrates so that they can help us bring
this issue to closure.
Strong leadership on their part will be necessary if the dispute is to end. They hold within
their hands the authority and power to resolve this
controversy.
Joe Dick
177 Wildewood Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Early MSU fire
was reported

Thank you, Calloway County!! The community
participation in the March 2 Read Across America event honoring Dr. Seuss was simply fantastic.
A total of 1,140 students participated in the Green
Eggs and Ham Breakfast, 342 from the Murray
school district and 798 from the Calloway elementaries.
Thanks to the generous support of the caring
community each of those children received a book
for Dr. Seuss' birthday. This day of emphasis on
reading helps students understand its importance.
More than 200 youngsters and parents were in
attendance at the hugely successful pajama party
at the public library to close out the Seuss Day
celebration.
A very special thanks is extended to the Ledger
& Times. Your partnership in this community effort
was critical to its success.
Donna Herndon
Chair, CUBS
Erica Emmons
CUBS Graduate Assistant
Murray, KY 42071

Medical community
suffers in dispute
Dear Editor:
For quite some time, there have been numerous
issues discussed in the Ledger and throughout our
community regarding the dispute between county
government and the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Community Healthcare Foundation.
Recently, information has begun to be presented that tells more of the story and we feel it better represents the political nature of the argument.
Fifteen months ago, we volunteered to assist
the hospital foundation in an effort to build a
strong base of support for the hospital in our community.
We were honored that seventy others agreed to
serve on five committees to support our mission
of providing programs and projects to enhance the
health of our community.
Through our training, we have talked with many
hospital foundation volunteers throughout the U.S.
that have been in place for ten or more years.
Their stories are shocking as we are told that once
they had very successful hospitals but now their
hospitals rely strongly upon public donations through
their foundation to keep their hospital doors open.
It is our hope that the issues that now divide
our community would be dissolved because our
medical community continues to suffer as long as
this dispute continues. Our foundation cannot be
successful in fulfilling its mission and our efforts
are wasted.
Please be assured that none of us would have
ever agreed to volunteer if there was any doubt
that this is truly a worthwhile cause and we feel
it is vital to the future of our community.

Dear Editor:
At the advice of my attorneys I have been silent
for a long time, but I am so tired of reading about
the lack of reporting of the fires at MSU in 1998
I could just scream.
It's not so much the topic but the content of
all of the articles. Again in the March 7 edition,
the front page article indicates that the first fire
in Hester Residential College was not reported.
When will the investigating media get it right?
Both fires in Hester College were reported to
the Kentucky State Police Arson Division immediately. Investigator Richard Hartz was the lead
investigator in both cases.
This was documented from the very beginning.
MSU did not have the technology nor the resources
to properly investigate the magnitude of these incidents.
When the Kentucky State Police took over the
investigation, it became their responsibility and
duty to make facts known through their resources
to the media and public, it was not MSU's.
According to Mrs. Gail Minger, I and David
Wilson, associate director for housing at MSU were
directly responsible for the death of her son because
we did not report the first fire.
Wrong, it was reported! I am sorry for the loss
the Minger family had to endure, as well as the
tragedy the Michael Priddy family has had to
endure.
I believe Mrs. Minger gave false information to
Gov. Paul Patton and the legislators in order to
get a reporting bill passed for the Commonwealth
when a federal bill was already in place. I do not
object to the Commonwealth's new law, but the
manner that it was presented and lobbied for by
Mrs. Minger.
MSU, the cty of Murray and Calloway County
poured out their hearts and pocketbooks to this
family in their time of need, but she continues, in
my opinion, to attempt to destroy the lives of
innocent people who could not have prevented any
fire at MSU or anywhere else.
I really feel sorry for the Minger and Priddy
families, but the constant attempt to destroy others and bring pleasure to one's self through someone elses misery is uncomprehensible.
As most of you already know, I am no longer
employed at MSU after a forced retirement. I am
employed elsewhere and enjoy my work and the
wonderful people that are new friends and coworkers.
Thank you, MSU friends and community for
your continued support and prayers. My attention
is now directed toward David Wilson and his family who are still wrapped up in the Minger lawsuit.
Joseph E. Green, Ret
MSU Public Safety Director
8299 State Line Rd. E.
Hazel, KY 42049

Bush borrows

om Cal

Some commentators think President Bush should say something
CAL'S THOUGHTS
about the rising stench created by
Bill Clinton when he pardoned
fugitive billionaire Marc Rich and
a host of other sordid characters
CAL THOMAS
during the final hours of his presidency.
Syndicated Columnist
Their argument is that since
ethics and morality were so regSome believed Coolidge must
ularly violated by the ex-president, have heard about the leases durthe current president "owes" it to ing CabirLet meetings when he was
the nation to speak up for the Vice President. Sounding like a
importance
of character
by few modem presidents, Coolidge
denouncing his predecessor.
said he did not "recall" any such
There is precedent, should Pres- discussion, though he did not deny
ident Bush need it, for continuing the subject could have come up.
to say nothing about the eight
Coolidge benefited from his
Clinton years while elected and record of personal integrity and
appointed officials in both parties his appointment of "special counprobe possible wrongdoing behind sels" from both parties to investhe pardons.
tigate the scandal when it became
When Vice President Calvin public in 1924.
Coolidge took the oath of office
No involvement by Coolidge was
in 1923, following the death of discovered, and he was never impliWarren Harding, the full extent of cated in anything illegal or uneththe scandal known as "Teapot ical.
Dome" had yet to surface.
Unlike the current investigaSecretary of the Interior Albert tions into presidential pardons,
B. Fall had persuaded Secretary which involve an ex-president of
of the Navy Edwin Denby to trans- a different party from the incumfer Naval oil reserve lands to Inte- bent, the Coolidge-era scandal
rior, where Fall would have con- (there were actually three scantrol of them. Harding signed the dals, all involving leftover Hardexecutive order for the transfer, ing appointees) occurred in his
thinking it little more than an own party.
administrative move.
Coolidge's public response is
Fall then leased drilling rights an example for President Bush.
in both the Elk Hill, Calif., and As recorded in Robert H. Ferrell's
Teapot Dome, Wy., oil fields to book, "The Presidency of Calvin
friends who were oil promoters.
Coolidge" (University of Kansas
A Senate investigation revealed Press, 1998), the President said of
that Fall had received large "loans" Teapot Dome:
and blocks of Liberty Bonds from
"It is not for the President to
the lessors. Hugh and Tony Rod- determine guilt or render judgment
ham might have called these "suc- in civil cases. That is the funccess fees." Fall resigned from the tion of the courts. It is not for
Cabinet and was later prosecuted him to prejudge. I shall do neiand jailed for his part in the affair. ther; but when facts are revealed
The leases were canceled in 1927. to me that require action for the

purpose of insuring the enforcement of either civil or criminal
liability, such action will be taken.
That is the province of the Executive... Every law will be enforced
and every right of the people and
the Government will be protected.That was the Coolidge strategy
with Teapot Dome. At a Jan. 25,
1924, news conference, Coolidge
elaborated on his position to
reporters:
"You can't start a criminal investigation on mere rumor. It requires,
of course, substantial evidence,
which can produced before a grand
jury and which can later be produced at trial.., every proper action
will be taken to protect the rights
of the United States and its property, and to protect the citizens
of the United States against criminal wrongdoing."
Given the Republican track
record of trying to hold Bill Clinton accountable for his serial misdeeds but largely failing (with the
notable exception of impeachment),
it is best for President Bush to
allow the properly designated
authorities - the Congress and the
U.S. Attorney in New York City
- to do their respective duties
regarding Clinton's pardons.
The results of such investigations will produce more credible
and publicly acceptable results than
statements by the current president.

Session wraps up Friday
With the end of the session
Friday of the Kentucky General
Assembly, the House has accomplished a great deal of work.
The House has passed bills to
clean up the state, support miners
with black lung, reduce unwanted
telemarketing calls and dozens of
other bills to help the citizens of
Kentucky.
Legislation improving state
employee benefits was passed —
most notably House Bill 278, which
would give hazardous-duty death
and disability benefits to any State
employee killed or disabled in
duty-related incidents.
The bill, titled the Fred Capps
Memorial Act, was named in honor
of the late Cumberland County
Commonwealth's Attorney slain last
year by a disgruntled defendant.
The bill was heard March 5 by
the Senate.
An amendment passed with the
bill would base non-hazardous
retirement pay for state employees retiring between August 2001
and Jan 2009 on average pay
received in their highest three
salary years.
The House also passed the tele-

marketing bill that I introduced
which would help Kentuckians
avoid unwanted telemarketing calls
to their homes.
The bill was attacked by several special-interest groups in an
effort to kill it during a lengthy
floor debate, House Bill 237 —
the Governor's "Clean Up Kentucky" solid waste initiative —
passed the House by a 70-28 vote.
Should the bill become law, it would
give counties, cities or waste management districts two options: make
a "good faith effort" to clean up
illegal dumps by 2003, or implement mandatory curbside garbage
service to their citizens.
Counties that did not comply
would have 10 percent of their
road funds diverted for litter cleanup
under the bill, but would be able
to appeal to their local circuit

court if the state decides to divert
their funds.
We will adjourn on Friday for
the governor's 10-day veto period, then will return to Frankfort
on March 22 for two days to consider overriding any vetoes.
Final adjournment is scheduled
for March 23.
This first annual session has been
a learning experience for all legislators.
The fact that no interim committee meetings were held prevented us from being as well-prepared as usual, but we were still
able to debate and take action on
several pieces of legislation that
were important.
On the other hand, we were
unable to tackle some tough issues
because of lack of time.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 27: The Chicago Tribune - A nation
adopts its new children.
Tuesday is a very special day for 6-year-old
twins Joshua and Stephen Rodenkirch and their 2year-old sister, Annie. All three are natives of
Romania who were adopted by a family in Geneva, Ill. Now they're being adopted by their new
country as well.
Thanks to an act of Congress. Tuesday is when
the Rodenkirch kids and some 75,000 other foreign-born children across the nation automatically
become U.S. citizens. Jeanne Rodenkirch has suggested to her excited sons that, when they get to
kindergarten, they say the Pledge of Allegiance
with special pride. "You will always have your
Romanian background," she's told them. "But on
Tuesday, you become Americans."
In the past. American families who adopted kids

overseas could gain citizenship for them only by
wading through red tape.
After completing the adoption process, parents
would fill out forms, pay $125 per child and wait
as long as two years for the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service to give its approval. Chicago's INS office was relatively quick about it, but
in some locales, applications piled up by the thousands.
The new law, the Child Citizenship Act of 2000,
greatly simplifies the process. As of Tuesday, foreign-born children under 18 become citizens if the
child is living legally in the U.S. with at least one
parent who is already a citizen, either by birth or
naturalization. Kids adopted overseas in the future
will become citizens as soon as they arrive on
U.S. soil.

MURRAY

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040.
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also he faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mail thern
to mit@murrayledger.com
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Mrs. Martha Azalene Cothran
Mrs. Martha Azalene Cothran, 94, Cunningham Avenue, Cadiz, died
Wednesday, March 7, 2001, at 10:10 p.m. at Hilltop Nursing Home,
Kuttawa.
Her husband, Herbert P. Cothran, died in 1970. One brother, Arthur
Turner, also preceded her in death. Born June 27, 1906, in Golden
Pond, she was the daughter of the late Felix Grundy Turner and Elizabeth Gardner Turner.
A retired seamstress from Elk Brand Manufacturing, she was a
member of the former Golden Pond Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Jean C. Cundiff and husband, W.C., Santa Claus, Ind., and Mrs. Dora Lee Roberts and husband, Hugh Sr., Cadiz; three sisters, Ms. Louise Turner and Mrs.
Lorene Underhill, both of Murray, and Mrs. Christine Minor, Florida;
two brothers, Oscar G. (Toad) Turner, Murray, and Jasper Turner,
Gary. Ind.: four grandchildren, Kelly Cundiff, Kim Lemond, Hugh
Roberts Jr. and Dr. Howard W. Roberts; six great-grandchildren, Gavin
Lemond, Mary Scott Roberts. Evan Roberts, Joshua Roberts, Sarah
Roberts and Daniel Roberts.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin Darnall will officiate. Music
will be by Mae Perdue. organist, and Mark Harris, vocalist. Burial
will follow in Long Creek Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Mertye Emerson Lowenthal
Graveside services for Mrs. Mertye Emerson Lowenthal are today
at 11 a.m. at Outland Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Marvin T. Robertson is officiating.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of local arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Lowenthal, 99, Dickson. Tenn., died Wednesday, March 7,
2001, at 8 a.m. at Dickson Nursing Home.
She was of Baptist faith. Born May 27, 1901, in Graves County,
she was the daughter of the late Johnny Emerson and Emma Christenberry Emerson. Also preceding her in death were three brothers,
Melton, Claude and Willie Emerson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Obera Bradford. Dickson; two
sisters, Mrs. Nellie Bell, Murray, and Mrs. Anna Lee Garrison, Benton; one grandson, Gene Bradford, Michigan; two nieces; five nephews.

Mrs. Ruth Allen
The funeral for Mrs. Ruth Allen will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Jackson and the Rev. William Strong will officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Jr., Tommy. David and Jerry Hutchins,
and Van and Mathew Allen, active; Mack Westbay and Peter. Illya
and Shawn Staples, honorary. Burial will follow in Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Allen, 72. Mayfield, died Monday. March 5, 2001, at 11:25
p.m. at her home.
Her husband. Almon Thomas Allen, one sister, Mildred Cole, three
brothers, Glen. Gussie and W.C. Hutchins, and one grandson, Louis
Thomas Allen. all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Mark and Jesse Hutchens.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Regina Hutchins, Coldwater
community; three sons, Richard Allen, Dale Allen and Steve Allen,
all of Mayfield; 10 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Derwood Edwards will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Ed Davis will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Donald Henry, Donald Myers, Dale Dycus,
Duane Dycus, Dominic Pohl and Darrell Dycus. Burial will follow in
New Concord Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Edwards, 91, Murray, died Wednesday, March 7, 2001, at 10:15
a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A retired dairy farmer, he had also served as a custodian of Murray City Schools. He was a member and former elder of New Concord Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Opal Hutson Edwards
on Dec. 9, 1982; a sister, Golda Mable Edwards in 1916; a brother,
Claud Bailey Edwards in 1914; and a stepdaughter, Barbara Curtis in
January 2001. Born June 19, 1909, at New Concord, he was the son
of the late Claud Edwards and Culista Lerly Bailey Edwards.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary LaDelle Edwards; one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Nell Bailey and husband, Ernie, and one son, Ralph
Edwards and special friend, Shelby Harrison, all of Murray; two stepsons, Ray Stover, Anchorage, Alaska, and Roy Stover and wife, Helen,
Eldama Ravine, Kenya; foster son, Ray Colley, Florida; six grandchildren, Mike Edwards and LeeAnn Myers and husband, Don, Murray, Duane Edward Dycus, Richardson, Texas, Darrell Dycus, Boulder, Colo, Dale Dycus and wife, Anne, Manassas, Va., and Denise
Pohl and husband, Dominic, Sterling, Va.; six stepgrandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren.

Simpson seeks appeal
LOS ANGELES (AP) - O.J.
Simpson, told by his lawyers to
"throw in the towel" on further
appeals, decided to go the California Supreme Court without them
and seek reversal of a $33.5 million judgment against him, a friend
and adviser said Thursday.
Dr. Henry Johnson, an internist
who became interested in Simpson's case about four years ago.
said he helped Simpson draft the
11-page appeal filed on Tuesday,
the deadline for seeking further
review.
The appeal is signed by Simpson representing himself and gives
the address and phone number of
Johnson's medical office.
"O.J.'s lawyers, they ran out of
gas, " Johnson said in a phone
interview."They told him the appellate opinion (denying his initial
appeal) was worded so slick that
they saw no way around it and
he should throw in the towel and
not spend any more money."
Johnson said that Simpson did
not have further funds to invest
in a new team of attorneys but
decided he wanted to fight on his
own.
Calls to Simpson's new home
in Florida and to the lawyer who
filed his previous appeal, Daniel
Leonard, were not immediately
returned Thursday.
"Petitioner has always and still
continues to maintain his innocence to all stated allegations and
feels the courts have acted improperly impeding his right to completely exonerate his name." the
legal brief asserts.
The new appeal raises several
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lar songs from recent Broadway
hits and some standards.
Osmond makes it clear he's not
living in the past.
"When you make it big as a
child entertainer, I call it the 'Puppy
Love' era ... humanity has a tendency to pigeonhole people. Once
you are successful at something,
that's what you'll always be known
for. Actors go through it when
they have a successful movie. And
it was a very difficult thing for
me to make that transition; to get
out of that pigeonhole."
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) Donny Osmond has worn many
hats in his career: singer, actor,
TV host.
Now he's thinking about becoming a game-show host, the 43year-old entertainer says.
"The whole genre of game shows
has changed," he told reporters
recently. "It's not considered tacky
anymore."
He has a new CD, "This Is
the Moment," and a special airing this month on PBS stations.
The taped concert includes popu-
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points but focuses heavily on two
specific areas: the absence of disgraced police Det. Mark Fuhrman
as a witness in Simpson's civil
trial and a discrepancy in missing
phone records that Simpson says
would exonerate him.
Simpson and Johnson have gone
to several courts to argue for production of the phone records to
no avail. The appeal says the records
were removed from his criminal
trial file.
The former football hero,
charged with murdering his exwife Nicole Brown Simpson and
her friend Ronald Goldman in
1994, was acquitted in one of the
nation's mot celebrated criminal
trials. He was then sued in civil
court for wrongful death by the
victims' survivors and was found
liable for the killings and ordered
to pay $33.5 million in damages.

person and includes air and ground
transportation, deluxe hotel accommodations, morning and evening
meals, British Heritage passes and
more.
Reservations are on a first-come,
first-served basis by contacting
Pete Lancaster at 1608 Kirkwood
Dr., Murray, KY 42071, or by
phone at (270) 762-0095 after 6
p.m. Interested individuals can also
email Lancaster at pete0095@charter.net.
The trip is scheduled for May
3-14. More details about the excursion can be found by going to
the Murray State University website at http://www.murraystate.edu.
Then click on Alumni and Giving, and then the European trip
button.

The Murray State University
Alumni Association has a limited
number of places left for its May
2001 European trip.
"This entertaining and informative I4-day journey begins in Edinburgh, Scotland, continues through
the United Kingdom to London
for four exciting days, and on to
an inspiring conclusion in Paris,"
said Pete Lancaster, trip coordinator.
Travelers will have an opportunity to visit medieval castles in
Edinburgh and Stirling, and see
ancient Roman ruins in Chester
and York. The group will also
visit the birthplace of William
Shakespeare in Stratford upon Avon,
and the famous beaches along the
coast of Normandy.
The tour price is $1,989 per

liirestinents Since 185.1

The Original & Still
the Best MINI VANS

3.3 L. V-6, Auto.. A/C, P/W, P/L,

Spots available for
May alumni trip

Derwood Edwards

Mrs. Harriet Beardsley
Mrs. Harriet Beardsley, 80, U.S. Highway 68 East, Benton, died
Wednesday. March 7, 2001, at 11:25 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She and her husband, Victor L. Beardsley, operated Festival Crafts
near Benton for the past 15 years. The store offered an outlet for
local artisans to sell their crafts. She was active in the local community, promoting arts and literature. She was a founding member of
the Book Club of Benton Library.
Prior to moving to the area in 1985, the Beardsleys lived in northern Illinois. Previously she was a medical lab technician, a librarian
at Northern Illinois University, and city clerk and tavern owner in
Sandwich, Ill.
Born in Dubuque. Iowa, she was the daughter of the late Fred A.
Hoemer and Edna M. Schaettgen Hoemer.
Survivors include her husband, Victor L. Beardsley; one daughter,
Carolyn Zack, New York; two sons, Gregory Zack, New York, and
Jace Zack, Arizona; ; two stepdaughters, Pam Ohme, Illinois, and
Julie Redman, New York; two grandchildren, Matt and Kevin LaFary.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. No
funeral services will be conducted as Mrs. Beardsley had willed her
body for medical research.
Expressions of sympathy may include donations to a library, having a pet neutered; or buying an original item from a Kentucky crafter.
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This is a special notice to all those people who would like
to learn the basic facts of a computer. Just looking at a computer and not knowing what to do can be a challenge.
A class, Beginning Computers/Windows 98, will begin March
27 at 6 p.m. at Kentucky Tech, 1800 Sycamore St., Murray.
Classes will be on Tuesday and Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m. for
three weeks.
This class is for those who have little or no computer experience. To sign up or for information call 753-1870.

Lifeguard training planned

ROCK HUNT...Pictured are three of the 11 children from
Calloway County while on a 4-H Geology Rock Hunt to
Paris Landing Saturday. They are exploring a shale outcrop. Dr. Durwood Beatty is director of the geology group.

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will offer
two sessions of Lifeguard Training. Session I will be March 15 to
31 and Session II April 12 to 28. Registration for the March session will only be open until today (Friday) at 3 p.m. For more
information call 753-1421.

Need Line Board will meet

.EVENT REMINDERS

The board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will meet
Monday at noon at Grace Baptist Church Fellowship House. Bob
Hargrove, president, urges all board members and interested persons to attend.

The following are reminders of events for the coming week which
have been announced previously in the Murray Ledger & Times."
•••

Kellie Jane Griffin, daughter of Joel and Debora Griffin of Murray, and
Gregory Scott Ramsey, son of Eddie and Mary Frances Ramsey of Dexter,
will be married Saturday. March 10, 2001, at 2 p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, east of Dexter. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
•••

Pamela Jean Burton, daughter of Dolores Bunker of Mayfield and James
(Kenny) Burton Of Murray, and Raymond Matthew Taylor, son of Wesley and
Charlotte Taylor of Phoenix. Ariz., will be married Saturday. March 10, 2001,
at 3 p.m. at Ledbetter Missionary Baptist Church. located off Highway 94
East, Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

ITEMS DONATED.. Jennifer (Jen) Ohl, left, of Murray State
University Upward Bound Program, presents donated canned
and boxed items from the students as their service project
to Need Line with Ken Campbell and Polly Erwin, pictured
right, accepting the donations.

We Welcome You!

Mr and Mrs. Chip Spencer

Allen and Spencer vows
are said at club house
Crystal Leann Allen and Chip D. Spencer were married Sunday.
Feb. 18, 2001, at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The bride is the daughter of Terry E. Allen of Paducah and Mrs.
Glenda McChesney of Murray.
The groom is the son of Dale Spencer and Jennifer Spencer, both
of Murray.
The Rev. Steve Cavitt of Fulton performed the double ring ceremony.
Elli Elkins of Murray was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Courtney Jetton, sister of the bride. Murray, and Brandi Campbell. stepsister of the bride, Paducah.
The flower girl wa!, Katalyn Watkins, daughter of Billy and Michelle
Watkins of Paducah.
Greg Ordal of Murray was best man. Groomsmen were Adam Glisson and Brian Glisson, both of Murray.
The ring bearer was Colten Stone, son of Rhonda and Freddie
Stone of Murray.
A reception followed at the club house.
The bride attended Calloway County High School. She is presently employed at Calloway Monument Company of Murray.
The groom is a 1997 graduate of Graves County High School. He
is employed at Lowes of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer are residing in Murray.
The groom's mother hosted a rehearsal dinner at Sirloin Stockade
in Murray.

Religious poems sought
The Friendly Poets Society will
offer a $1,000 grand prize in its
free Poetry Competition 2001.

NEW OWNERSHIP

Pet Photo Contest

Shawn & Julie West - New Owners

$2.00 Entry Fee

GASOLINE. DELI • GROCERIES
& RESTAURANT

Have all your friends and family
come by and vote by donation for
their favorite pet.
Deadline Monday, March 12

Elite Convenience Mart 2
Lynn Grove
435-4500
Hwy. 94 West • Lynn Grove, KY

Spring
savings
20-40% off
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Murray Animal Hospital
YPet Hotel

1601 College Farm Road, Murray
753-2088
All proceeds donated to Relay For Life
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•
•
Theatres :
•
1008 Chestnut St.
•
•
•
NO CHECKS
•
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only :
•
Get Over It
•
.

Offered will he 28 prizes in
all valued at over $3,000.
The contest i seeking poems
on any subject, using any style,
with a life-affirming religious
theme.
"We think religious poems can
inspire achievement," says Contest Director Lavender Augulis.
"We're especially keen on inspiring amateur poets and we think
this competition will accomplish
that."
To enter send one poem 20
lines or less to Lavender Augulis,
Poetry Contest. 605 N 600 W #4.
Provo, Utah 84601; or enter online
at friendlypoets.com.
The deadline for entry is April
6. A winner's list will be sent to
all entrants.
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interpreted performance'

Make A Difference Day Saturday
The 30th Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University Stewart
Stadium. Collected will be newspapers only in bundles, other papers
in bundles or boxes, aluminum cans, eye glasses, oil, plastic, glass
and old clothing. Girl Scouts will be selling cookies. Blood mobile
will be in front of Orscheln's Farm and Home Store across from
the stadium to take blood donations.

CCHS Alumni event Saturday
The Calloway County Lakers' Diamond Club will sponsor an
alumni baseball game Saturday at 11 a.m. at the CCHS baseball
field. All Laker alumni who played baseball at CCHS are invited
to participate and be recognized. The team will also hold a "Hita-thon" fundraiser. For information or to sign up for the baseball
game call 753-2793 or 753-5551.

Fish fry on Friday
A fish fry will be today (Friday) from 5 to 7 p.m. at the parish
center of St. Leo Catholic Church. For information call 759-8592.
Another fish fry will be March 30.

Soccer Swap Saturday
N1urray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have a soccer
swap Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Bee Creek Concession
Stand. Persons are asked to bring old soccei shoes, uniforms, shin
guards, balls, etc., and trade for other soccer items. Donations will
be accepted with all proceeds to go to the association.

Lakeland event Saturday
Lakeland Vvresley Village, 1127 Village Rd. #66, Benton, off
Highway 68, will have its monthly Wellness Program Benefit luncheon Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Union Ridge United
Methodist Church will be the volunteer host for the noon meal at
$3 per person. The public is invited and for information call 1270-354-8888.

Special project Saturday
Teens Against Cancer Relay For Life will have a car wash Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hardee's.

Walk-for-Life party Saturday
LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center will have a sign-up party on
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Christian Community Church.
Glendale and South 16th, for the annual Walk-for-Life on March
31 at the Calloway County. High School track. WAAJ radio and
the Christian Church will host the party. Music, free food, drinks
and prizes will be featured. For information call WAAJ at 4374095 or LifcHouse at 753-0700.

Flotilla meeting Saturday
Kentucky Lake Flotilla will meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Kenlake State Resort Park Lodge. Interested boaters are invited. For
information call Mary Husfield at 1-270-354-9966 or A.B. Canon
at 753-4934.

Late sign-ups today
Late sign-ups for youth baseball and softball will be today (Friday) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the office of Murray-Calloway County Park on Payne Street. After this sign-up period, there will he a
$10 late charge for sign-ups. For information call the park at 7620325.

West View plans events
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home for
Saturday include Music Hour Station Two at 10:30 a.m. and Trivia/Word Search.

Public performance Saturday
In celebration of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company's 10th
anniversary, a public performance of "Alice In Wonderland" will
he Saturday at 7 p.m. at Wrather West Kentucky Museum Recital
Hall at Murray State University. Doors will open at 6:30 p.m. A
reception honoring JPDC dancers from the past 10 years will follow the performance. For information contact Karen A. Balzer at
767-0579.

7 CELLTOUCH,inc.
6 Dixieland Shopping Center
7
(Bohlrld Hord... cr, CholatrItit St)

Tickets $8, $9, $10
Sponsored by:
Jackson Purchase Energy

\
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1100 minutes

2
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Reservations: 270-444-8828
1-888-MHT-PLAY
141 KY AVE
PADUCAH KY 42003
www.mhtplay.com

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
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Tr -mode Digital phone
& Car Charger
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Fundraiser for Kosair
hospital to be April 18
The eighth annual Derby Fashion Cruise, sponsored by the Kosair
Children's Hospital Auxiliary of
Louisville, will be Wednesday,April
18, from noon to 2 p.m. aboard
the Star of Louisville.
Boarding will begin at 11:30 a.m.
from the city wharf(where the Belle
of Louisville is also docked.) Parking is available in the lot adjacent to the wharf,
The event includes a buffet
lunch, a unique and varied fashion show including casual and
dressy separates, hat and acces-

sories, and "Life's Little Luxuries" raffle. A cash bar will be
available.
The Derby Fashion Cruise is
one of the major annual fund-raising events for the Kosair Chitdren's Hospital Auxiliary.
Tickets are $35 each and are
available by calling 1-502-629-5437
or 1-800-852-1770. For additional
information about the Fashion
Cruise or about the auxiliary, email samrnky01(Paol.com or send
a fax with questions to 1-502292-0315.

Taylor elected at university
Ann Taylor of Murray was
selected recently to be an orientation leader at The University of
Mississippi, University, Miss.
A sophomore majoring in marketing communications, Taylor is
among only 25 UM students who
were chosen to the post based
upon their noteworthy leadership
skills and academic records.
Orientation leaders help new
students become familiar with the
640-acre Oxford campus, assist
them in planning class schedules,
organize group discussions and
introduce the new students to other

students.
They
also
parents,
assist
lead
campus
tours and panel
discussions, and
assist with other
aspects of the
Student Orientation Program. To
prepare them for
TAYLOR
their fall assignments, the student leaders undergo weekly training throughout the spring semester.

Wright speaks to Deltas
Rebecca
Wright, registered dietitian at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital Center
for Health and
Wellness, was
the speaker at
February
the
meeting of the
WRIGHT
Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Wright spoke about heart healthy
diet habits. She offered seven strategies to lower cholesterol in the
body and how to use food to
lower blood cholesterol. Wright also
plained the differences in types

of dietary fats
and how to limit
their intake in
the diet.
Hostesses for
the social hour
were Vanda Gibson and Kay
Ray.
The
next
meeting will be
GIBSON
March 14 at 2
p.m. at the club
house. Dr. Sally DuFord, registered dietitian, will present a program on practical techniques for
cooking with good health in mind.
Cheryl Selby and Karen Olsen will
be hostesses.

MURRAYAN HONORED...Autumn Alcott was named to the
2001 Homecoming Court and honored during homecoming
festivities at Union University, Jackson, Tenn. She is pictured with her father, Steve Alcott. Alcott, a junior Christian ethics major, has been a leader for FOCUS, Life groups,
Klemata, a women's Bible Study (which she also co-directs),
freshman council, and is currently vice president of Alpha
Chi honors society as well as the social events coordinator secretary for Student Government Association. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Alcott, she is a member of
First Baptist Church, Murray, and a 1998 graduate of Murray High School.

Boston, Ewing to teach
Certified financial Planner Practitioner Betty Boston and Financial Consultant Tom Ewing will
teach the community education
class, "Understanding Investments"
at Murray State University.
The class will meet for six consecutive Tuesdays, beginning March
27, at 7 p.m. in room 255 of the
business building on the MSU
campus.
It is never too soon to begin
wise financial planning. Boston
and Ewing, both of Hilliard Lyons,

will instruct on how to make proper investment decisions to protect
retirement income.
Other aspects of investing that
will be covered include investing
for safety income and capital
growth, IRAs and mutual funds.
The price for the class is $40
or $70 for married couples. Space
is limited.
For more information or to register contact the Center for Continuing Education at 762-3662 or
1-800-669-7654,

AWARD PRESENTED...Oleta Burkeen, left, was presented
the Outstanding Alumnus 2000 Award from the Murray State
University Nursing Alumni Association. Making the presentation was Linda Clark, right, association president.

Burkeen presented with
nursing alumni award
Oleta Burkeen was presented
the Outstanding Alumnus 2000
award by the Murray State University Nursing Alumni Association at its recent banquet.
The award includes lifetime
membership in the association.
Burkeen, associate professor of
nursing at MSU for 23 years, was
recognized for her dedication to
the professions of nursing and
teaching, for her active membership and contributions through professional organizations and for her
unselfish community service.
Mrs. Burkeen has participated
in several mission trips to foreign
countries, including Brazil and
Poland.
She is married to Charlie Burkeen, a farmer in the New Providence community, where they are
active members of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
They have one daughter, Kelli
Burkeen Parsons who resides with
her husband, Scott, in Houston,

Texas.
Guest speaker for the banquet was Bea
Walker of Murray.
She discussed
her experiences
as a missionary
to Brazil, including the culture,
WALKER
health status and
social customs of the people there.
Mrs. Walker showed many souvenirs and objects of art brought
from Brazil.
She and her husband, Dr. Richard
Walker, spent many years as missionaries in the remote areas of
the Amazon Basin.
They now worked with the mission organization of AMOR. Their
two sons, Winston and Boyd, now
reside in Brazil doing mission work.
Linda Clark, president, presented
the award to Burkeen and introduced Walker.

Mcker selected for award
Dr. Kenneth Tucker, a faculty
member at Murray State University, has been selected for a Kentucky Philological Association
(KPA) Editor's Choice Award for
his essay, "What Can We Say
About Caliban?"
His essay was originally presented at the KPA's 2000 conference in Owensboro.
It was selected by the association's editor, Katherine C. Kurk
of Northern Kentucky University,
from approximately 80 papers presented.

The essay was published in the
2000 edition of the Kentucky Philological Review.
Dealing with Shakespeare's The
Tempest, Tucker's essay draws
upon Elizabethan concepts of cannibals and demonology to challenge current theories that the controversial play is in effect a treatise against colonialism.
Specializing in Shakespeare and
Elizabethan drama, Tucker joined
the Murray State faculty in 1970.
He is a professor in the department of English and philosophy.

THE IRON PLACE
MHS TEAM WINS.. Murray High School Future Problem Solving Team won first place in both the district and regional
Governor's Cup competitions. Team members include, from
left, seated. Michael Swain and Brandon Kellie, standing,
Andrew Parker and Justin Smith. Coached by Wayne Jackson, center back, the team will now advance to the state
finals in Louisville March 11-12. Smith also won first place
in the region for math written assessment and will compete for state honors as well.

BIRTHS
Michael Harrison Hubbard
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Harrison Hubbard of 99 Rowland Rd., Almo,
are the parents of a son, Michael Harrison Hubbard, born on Tuesday. Feb. 20, 2001, at 8:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Erica L. Coleman.
Grandparents are Rickey and Debra Coleman Sr. of Wheatfield,
Ind., Sharon Colee of Chesterton, Ind., and Larry Hubbard of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Vernon and Lorean Scott of Murray, Eva
and Al Morel' of Eddyville. Richard and Grace Coleman of Gary.
Ind., and Thelbert Wiggins of Portage. Ind.

GUEST SOLOIST...Margie Shown, right, was featured soloist
at the February brunch of Christian Women of Murray at
Green Horse Restaurant. At left is Allene Knight, pianist.

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
Owner - Dena Anderson.
tiwinerly at ilils-RuiNer

On "Make A Difference Day"
Saturday, the Red Cross Bloodmobile will be in front of Orscheln's
Farm and Home Store in the mall
across from Murray State University Stewart Stadium.
The bloodmobile with Red Cross
nurses and technicians will be at
Orscheln's from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday to take blood.
Larry Doyle, Calloway County
Red Cross Blood Drive chairman,
said "the blood drives are being
held to support the regional and
the national blood supply which
remains critically low. There is
an increasing demand for blood
with the new life saving medical
procedures using more units of
blood than the volunteer donors
can supply."
To be eligible to give blood.
donors must be healthy, at least

When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.
You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about
maintaining your standard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Call ustoday.

HIWARD
,) LYONS_

Hours: Open Mon-Sat.
.*;i m.-2 r m.

Ifillsard WI I !on%
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Rudy's
Court Square• Murray • 733-1632

17 years of age, weigh at least
110 pounds and not have given
blood in the last 56 days. A health
review will be conducted. Refreshments will be served.

Betty Boston

Tom Ewing

Vice President
Financial Consultant
Certified Financial Planner

Financial Consultant
Mb, In.. Wive
"Js,

C OUR I '.QUAINT • MURRAY KY 41011 •(2101 7G1 3166 • 18001 4 44 1851

New Load
Arriving Thursday!

Lake Hwy. 79 N., turn right at Trallinger's HBQ
and storage bilks. On bikeway Orr* Paris. TN
IV 'ii tpc• /...t.kirr.s.:

We'll Help You Find
Your Dream Home!

yePre

III

Pair
welcotnes

LINDY HARMON
(formerly of the Cutting Edge

Specializing in acrylic nails, perms,
cuts, highlights & color
1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Murray, KV 42071

Walk-Ins Welcome or Call For
Appointment 753-3688

SALE NOW GOING ON

WIGGINS FURNITURE

SAVE

30%-40%
OFF

BIG BARGAIN & CLOSEOUT

30% & 40%
&
30%
30%
OFF
Entertainment Centers
OFF
40%
40% OFF
Group of Sofa - End Group of Sofas, Love
Seats & Chairs
& Cocktail Tables

Bookshelves

We Dislike: Poor Quoin%
or Service

#100
. 4,

Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4

Blood donors needed Saturday

We Like: I Itingrv Customer'.

454,41

Open This Weekend March 9th, 10th, 11th
Friday 9-5

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE SINCE I854

Here's The Dish On Us:

Furniture 13c Pottery

Group of Lamps

50% OFF

Wicker Furniture Closeout

Open or Glass Doors

30% OFF

30% & 40010 OFF

Check All Our Closeout Prices
on 2nd Floor Level Today!

WIGGINS FURNITURE
2 Miles North of Murray on 641 Four Lane

Delivery & Firactracirag Ccen Be Had
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Murray-Calloway County
'Directory of Churches
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.n.1 & 7 p.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m
10 a.m
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8.45 a m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wo
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOFFS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 8.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 am
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worships
11 am. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m.
Wednesday

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 10 15 a.m
Sabbath School
Sat 9.00 a in
Worship

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10.10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 900& 11.00 a m. & 600 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6 00 p.m.
Evening SissTioea
Darra BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Serv.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10.00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANIJEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 1030 a.m.
Schools
8,915 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Church Training
530 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST

Sunday school

law a.m.

Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Evsning Service
500 p.m.
K1RKSEY BAAIST
Morning Worship
110041.m.
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7 00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p.m
.ird Sunday
200 pm
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7-00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10.00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11.30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun.
1000 a.m to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6.30 p.m.
114

'What is impossible with men is possible with God"
Luke 18:27
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7730 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
7.00 pm
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9.00 a_m
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.
KIRILSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10.00 a.m
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
6 00 p rn
Evening Worship

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship Service
1045 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
1030 am
Woriehip
192)10 Sew I
930 a m
•
.19,eeftti,,• •
6:00 pm
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
10:30 a m
Sunria.
,, son.,
10:30 a in
2nd Wednesday
7:30 p.m
Reading Room Ever Vied
12-3 p.m
CHURCH Or CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a m
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
700 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7 00 pm

.
44111
,41.4-%ft I I/ICI II

"
1
\114.(615

formal 12)tar

141Fist'

.10ESELE

LECTRIC

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

SUPPLY

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a m Mon -Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m Sun
Serving Lunch 10 a.m -11 p in

(4
)
Arblt

Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Christian Education
9- 15 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.
INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

COLD WATER
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Seririce
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.,600 p.m.

•

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8.45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
9:00 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a in
Worship
1000 a.m

PRESBYTERIAN

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERLAN
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
10 45 a in & 7 p.m.

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m
Church School
1045 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a m.
Sunday School
1030 a.in
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.in
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th

Murray

St.

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship Service
11.00 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Itectiet•

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Phone: 759-3663

753-8194

4th Street
270-759-0907

FORD

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11 00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m
Sunday School

Fax: 759-3329

500 North

f ii Ii It If

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 p.m.
Worship
10.30 a m. & 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Serv.
1100-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Thursday

Firs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.

403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

dsfi

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.

Street

SATELLITE & ANTENNA1

753-4522

pm.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
let & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

Call in orfax your order!

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years

RENTAL'.SALES

Hwy. 641 North

7

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m

206 E. Main

BEASLEY'S

GALLERIES

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Church
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

I

753-1489

Regul • BF Goodrich - Multi Mile

( hetnut St. • Murray IAt Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

753-3540

WOODCWFTEIS

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8:00 a.m.
Bible Study
915 a.m.

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Building Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concreto

75341201

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Ire boeme 1E1 pow. rt

rilUR1Au

CENTER

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9130 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-COOGE-JEEP Fivw sTAn
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY OØOO

304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

;oo East Main Strest

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

84
Utterbaek Rd.
Murray, KY

42Mtlia

East Main Street

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10&m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.,
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
10.00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
WILLIAMS C HAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6.00 p.m.

fir if I

tabp4;:ig

For All Special Occasions

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
1000 a in
Sunday School
6:00 p in
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6130 p.m

METHODIST
BL1HEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
1030 a.m.
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
600 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Holy Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
600 p.m
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5.15 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m., 11 a.m. & 6 pm

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10.00 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.

MT. CARMEL
10.00 a m.
Worship
Sunday School
11 00 a in
MT. HEBRON
Worship
1000 a. m.
Sunday School
1100am
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
1100 am
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
945 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Service
11 -00 a m.

Office Technology Specialists

270-767-3660

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray

"We have over 50 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

he1)
Mtrirray Bank

753-1962

Member FDIC

How Banking Should Be

Murray
Appliance
212 E. Main St.

405 S. 12th St.
Murray. KY
270.753.5626

753-1586

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
753-0440

Murray

626 S

Kentucky

4th St

FREE COFFEE WITH PURCHASE OF GAS
Chuck Jones & Tina Cunningham, Owners
(270) 753-7773

641 Super Shell
S. 12th St.• 753-9131
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9

Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

p.m.
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Churches list weekend speakers, sermon topics
Various churches have released with scripture from Philippians
information concerning their wor- 3:17-41 at the 9 a.m. worship servship services for the weekend as ice. Ushers will be Anna Tate and
follows:
Lora Sexton. Children's Church will
Seventh-day Adventist
be led by Donna Parker. Coffee,
Worship services will be Sat- doughnuts, milk and juice will be
urday at 9 a.m. with Sabbath served during the break followed
School to follow at 10:15 a.m.
by Sunday at 10 a.m. The nonNorth Pleasant Grove
traditional service will be at 11
Cumberland Presbyterian
a.m. with Ronnie Hutson as speakThe Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, er. Donna Parker, Tina Sexton and
will speak about "Weapons that Renee Doyle are in charge of
Work" with scripture from Eph- music.
esians 6:10-18 at the 11 a.m. worPoplar Spring Baptist
ship service. Dean Cochrum and
Pastor Dennis Norvell will speak
Margaret Nell Boyd will be in about -It's Time to Grow Up"
charge of the music.
with scripture from Hebrews 5:11Emmanuel Baptist
14 at the 8:35 and 11 a.m. worThe Rev. Paul McWherter, pas- ship services and about "Ambastor, will speak about "How to Kill sadors for Christ" with scripture
a Church Without Really Trying" from 11 Corinthians 5:17-21 at the
with scripture from Ephesians 3:21 7 p.m. worship service. Ryker Wiland Revelation 3:1 at both the 11 son is minister of music with
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Susan Reynolds, Hazel Brandon,
Goshen United Methodist
Anita Bradley and Carol Kelly as
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pas- accompanists. Sunday School will
tor, will speak about "Obsession" be at 10a a.m. and Discipleship

UU Fellowship
to meet Sunday
The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray will have its
bi-weekly meeting Sunday at 4
p.m. in the meeting room of St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W.
Main St., Murray.
A presentation will be given on
"The Celtic Religion - Past and
Present" with a discussion to fol-

low.
The public is invited. Coffee
and fellowship are before and after
each meeting.
For information call Lauren
Wolfee at 759-8833, Charles Rose
at 753-2566 or Sandy Garfinkel
at 759-4284 or e-mail sandygarf@juno.com.

Calvary Temple
revival in progress
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church will have revival services
starting tonight (Friday) and continuing through Sunday.
The Rev. Gene Roberts, evangelist from Frankfort, will be the

speaker for services at 7 p.m. Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
. Special groups will sing at the
services, according to the pastor,
the Rev. J.H. Lipford, who invites
the public to attend.

Training at 6 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. James Redmann,
vacancy pastor, will speak about
"Jerusalem, Jerusalem" with scripture from Luke 13:31-35 at the 8
a.m. worship service. Sunday
School, Adult Bible Class and social
hour will be at 9:15 a.m. Lenten
service will be Thursday at 7:15
p.m. with a soup supper at 6 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Ray Hays will
lead the music. Special music at
the morning hour will be by Kay
Hays. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. and Discipleship Training at
5 p.m. For information call 7537321 or 436-2204.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Living Holy Lives"
with scripture from Colossians 3:1 1 1 at the 9 a.m. worship service.
Alan McCormick will speak about
"The Masquerade Ball" at the 6
p.m. worship service. Curtis Darnall and Michael D'Elia will direct
the song service. Garry Evans is
involvement minister, Alan Martin
is outreach minister and Nick
Hutchens is youth minister. A short
worship service will be at 5 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
John Wood is minister of music
with Dwane Jones and Oneida
White as accompanists. The choir
will sing "Majesty" and "What If
It Were Today" at the morning
hour and "He Lives" at the evening
hour. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and Church-wide singing
at 5:30 p.m. Jeff Prater is minister of youth.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. David M. Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about "Jesus
said. 'Today you will be with me
in Paradise — with scripture from
Luke 23:35-43 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Margaret Boone
is choir director and Mandie Green
is organist. The children's choir
will sing "All Day Song" and "Be

Glorified" and Alida Graves will
sing "He Was Despised." The Rev.
Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor, will lead the Confirmation and
Commissioning part of the worship. Darlene Kipphut, Landon
Slawson and Jonathan Belcher will
be liturgists. Also assisting will
be Jerry, Ann and Lynn Stanley.
Sunday School and session meeting will be at 9:30 a.m., Korean
worship at 4 p.m. and Evening
Worship at 7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Harlan Williams, director of missions of Blood River
Baptist Church, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Paul Adams is minister of music
with Kathy Thweatt and Tonya
Thompson as accompanists. The
older children's choir will have
the call to worship. The sanctuary choir will sing "Praise Medley." Assisting will be David
Ramey, Dale Thomason and Wayne
Cathey. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m.
Martins Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will speak about "Take Courage,
Wait for the Lord" with scripture
from Psalms 27 at the 9 a.m. worship service. The choir will sing
"I Stand Amazed in His Presence"
with Ralph Robertson as director.
Sunday School will be at 10:15
a.m. and Tuesday Bible Study will
be at 9:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will speak about "Take Courage,
Wait foi the Lord" with scripture
from Psalms 27 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Diane Tatlock is
choir director with Betty Poole
and Ginny Shropshire as accompanists. Denise Schuttler will sing
"Lord of the Dance.""Sunday Night
Alive," promoted by the Witness
Committee, will be at 6:30 p.m.
with Dr. David Roos, pastor of
Liberty Christian Church, Hopkinsville, and former minister of
Murray First Christian Church,
speaking about "Prayer." Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pas-

tor, will speak about -What A Difference The Holy Spirit Can Make"
with scripture from John 16:7-15
at the 10:30 a.m. worship service
and about "Praying In The Spirit" with scripture from Ephesians
6:18-20 at the 6 p.m. service. Jerry
Burkeen will have the children's
sermon. Tommy Scott is minister
of music. The choir will sing "I
Am Not Ashamed" with Stacy
Wortham as soloist and Emily Scott
Clark will sing at the morning
hour. Chip Ray will sing at the
evening hour. Jeremy Hudgin is
minister of students and Lisa Whitt
is minister of children. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry J. Daniel, senior minister, will speak about "Who
Do Men Say That I Am?" with
scripture from Matthew 16:13-16
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship
services. Norma J. Reed, minister
of discipleship, will be liturgist.
Dwayne Sutton will have children's moments. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is minister of music with Joan
Bowker as organist. The Handbell
choir will play "Soliloquy" and
"Create Within Me a Clean Heart"
at 8:45 and "Thy Holy Wings"
with Fil Boston as narrator and
"Fantasy on Kingsfold" at 11 a.m.
The Primetime Singers will also
sing at the early service. Acolytes
will be Bradley Black and Frankie
Leslie.
First Baptist
Dr. Wendell Ray, pastor, will
speak from Psalm 8:9 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service and about
"God, the Father" at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Joetta Kelly will
have the children's sermon. Mike
Crook is minister of music with
Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists. The sanctuary choir
will sing "The Majesty and Glory

of Your name" and "In the Name
of the Lord" with Angie Massey
as soloist at the morning hour.
Mark Roberts will sing a solo at
the evening hour when the ordinance of baptism will be observed.
Assisting will be the Rev. Terry
Garvin. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
University Church of Christ
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Jesus Alive in History" at 10 a.m. worship service
and about "Walking in Love" at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader, Jeremy Bell is youth minister and
Charley Bazzell is campus minister.
First Christian
The Rev. William Horner, minister, will speak about "Guilt or
Grace?" with scripture from
Romans 3:10-8 at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. Mark Dycus is
choir director with Angie Thome
as organist. The chancel choir will
sing "For the Beauty of the Earth."
Mark Arnett will be worship leader.
Acolytes will be Anna Hutchison
and Elizabeth Dawson. ERica
Cheatham is youth director.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Harold It-van, member, will speak
about "Sins Of Good People in
the Church: with scripture from Acts
20:28-32 at the 10:15 a.m. service, and Mike Enoch, member,
will speak about "New Testament
Worship" with scripture from
John 9 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Richard Guill, minister, is on
vacation. Kevin Smith will lead
the song service.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pastor, will speak at 10;45 a.m. and
6 p.m. worship services. Acolytes
will be Jacob McGinnis and Austin
Flint.

Sponsored Each Week By

Singing scheduled
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church will have its second Sunday singing on Sunday at 6 p.m.
Featured will be the group, Born
Twice, from Friendship Baptist
Church in Livingston County.
Regular worship services will
be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday with the

Bethel plans
singing event
A gospel singing will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Bethel Fellowship Church, located on Highway
94 East, Murray.
Featured will be the group,
Gospel Witness.
The Rev. Shelby Underhill. pastor, invites the public to attend.

SUPPORT
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Parker Ford

Lincoln-Mercury

pastor, the Rev. Timothy Palmer,
as speaker. Sunday School will
follow the worship service.

701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%
(March, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00°0 Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details.

BOB
CORNELISON

753-4703

Tips For Treating Diarrhea
Adults, on average, suffer through 4 bouts of diarrhea each year, but they can
usually use some advice on how to treat their symptoms.
Diarrhea is usually caused by a virus and clears up within a few days. It can
deplete the body of fluids, so you should drink 8 to 10 glasses of clear liquids
each day. Clear liquids include water, broth, caffeine-free soft drinks, fruit
drinks, fruit juices (except prune juice). gelatin, and popsicles.
As you feel better and stools become more solid, we recommend that you add
foods slowly, starting with foods that are low in fiber such as chicken, rice, eggs,
toast, and soda crackers and avoid greasy or very seasoned foods and milk for a
few days.
In some cases, over-the-counter anti-diarrhea products
may be appropriate treatment, but you should consult your
doctor for specific treatment,information.

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Ad 499ANN006

LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center

lAcilk-Vor-IliVe

Sign-up Party!
Saturday March 10th
In conjunction

with

WAAJ 89.7 Christian Hit Radio
Come to 16th 86 Glendale
ChristianCommunity Church
Parking Lot

Free hot dogs
& drinks
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Information or sponsor forms call 753 0700
Lust-louse 1506 Chestnut Street or online at 'Arm* LHouse or
For

Walk4?OLL
Get Credit Union
financing for
your new wheels
at one of our
participating
dealers. You can
even complete
the paperwork
on the spot.
MSU Federal Credit Union

270-762-6666

MURRAY DEALERS
Brandon Auto World
Cain's Jeep
Carroll Nissan
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury
Toyota of Murray
OTHER AREA DEALERS
Allen Auto Sales
Allred Motors
Bennett Motors
Bluegrass Honda BMW
Country Chevrolet
Courtesy Auto Pies
Covenant Motors LLC
Driver Motors
Larry McCully's Sales
Paducah Ford
Park Avenue Inc.
Parkway Chrysler
Parsons Motor Co.
Purchase Ford Lincoln Mercury
Leon Riley Ford
Mike Smith Toyota
Chip Wynn Buick

Menus for the lunchrooms in the county schools for the week of March
12 to 16 have been released by Janice McCuiston, food service director for
Calloway County Schools.
Judy Clark, Murray City Schools food service director, said the schools
are out for intersession week.
The menus, subject to occasional change, have been released as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - French toast stix with syrup, fruit juice; Tuesday - oatmeal,
Pop tart, orange wedges; Wednesday - apple turnover, banana; Thursday
- scrambled eggs, hash browns, toast, fruit juice. Milk is served daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets with roll, green beans, creamed potatoes
with gravy; Tuesday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, vegetarian beans.
pineapple; Wednesday - crispy steak fingers, baked potato, peaches;
Thursday - BBQ sandwich, corn nuggets, cole slaw, vanilla pudding. Milk
is served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - pancake on a stick with syrup. Tuesday - English muffin
pizza. Wednesday - oatmeal and Poptart; Thursday - sausage. egg and
cheese burrito; Friday - French toast stix with syrup. Cereal, toast, fruit
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - spaghetti with meat sauce and texas toast, turkey and cheese
sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - chicken and noodles with roll, submarine on hoagie, grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday
- cheesy crispitos with cornbread, chicken on bun, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich; Thursday - fish nuggets with hush puppies. hamburger. grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - cheese pizza, tuna salad sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Vegetables, fruit, chef salads and milk are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - pancake and sausage on a stick with syrup; Tuesday - chicken biscuit. Wednesday - breakfast burrito; Thursday - ham and cheese
biscuit; Friday - steak biscuit. Cereal, toast, biscuit, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pepper steak with roll, turkey club on hoagie, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, ham and swiss on bun; Tuesday - chicken nuggets and
roll. Chuckwagon on bun, grilled cheese sandwich, submarine on hoagie;
Wednesday - fish nuggets and hush puppies, BBQ ribette on bun, chef
salad, sliced pork on bun; Thursday - pizza. philly beef and swiss on
hoagie, grilled cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese on bun. Friday - ravioli casserole with bread sticks, grilled chicken on bun, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich. ham and cheese on bun. Vegetables, fruits, tea, fruit dfinks
and milk are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday - bacon and egg biscuit;
Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy;
Friday - breakfast pizza. Poptarts, muffins, donuts, cereal, toast, fruit juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili with crackers, cheeseburger; Tuesday - chicken nuggets
and roll. BBQ ribette on hoagie; Wednesday - corn dog, grilled chicken on
bun; Thursday - turkey and dressing with roll, submarine on hoagie;
Friday - grilled ham and cheese, chicken salad sandwich. Vegetables, fruit,
cold sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, pizza,
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and milk are available
dailv
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Graves Co.
blasts Lady
Lakers 52-25
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The 12th-ranked Graves County Lady Eagles opened the First
Region Tournament the way they
played in the regular season —
in dominating fashion.
First in the state in field-goal
shooting and margin of victory,
second in scoring defense and seventh in 3-point shooting, Graves
(26-3) shut down Calloway County 52-25 in Thursday's quarterfinal at the Regional Special Events
Center.
While combating a variety of
defensive looks to make 21-of-40
shots from the floor, the Third
District champions clamped down
on the Lady Lakers (12-17) with
a man-to-man defense that held
the Fourth District runners-up to
8-of-27 accuracy from the floor.
CCHS senior forward Jena
Thomas led all scorers with 16
points and Meagan Rogers tossed
in five as the Lady Lakers scrapped
their way to within 10 points of
the Lady Eagles at the half.
But Graves — which defeated
Calloway by 40 and 25 points in
two regular-season meetings —
opened up a 30-point margin by
forcing 14 Lady Laker turnovers,
getting at least six points apiece
from each member of the starting
lineup and outrebounding CC -IS
25-13.
"The dam could only hold for
so long," said Calloway head coach
Scott Sivills after his second regional tourney game in three years at
the Lady Laker helm.
"We didn't make the kinds of
shots that we made down the stretch,
but we were happy to be in the

Lady
Flash
survive

Graves County 52
Lady Lakers 25
Calloway
4 13 19 — 25
Graves
18 23 38 — 52
Calloway County (25) — Thomas
16, Ragsdale 1, Williams, Prescott
2, Stonecipher, Morton, Rogers 5,
Chadwick, White, Macha, Lamb,
Ross. Cunningham 1, McCuiston.
FG: 8-27. 3-point FG: 1-7 (Thomas
1). FT: 8-13. Rebounds: 13. Record: 12-17.
Graves County (52) — Flowers 12,
Cornn 14, Allred 6, Scoggins 8, Harrison 7, Bowman 2, Copeland 1,
Leonard 2, Henderson, Knight, Taylor, Willie, Smith. FG: 21-40. 3-point
FG: 3-9 (Scoggins 2, Harrison 1).
FT: 7-9. Rebounds: 25. Record:
26-3.
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
game at halftime. But their defense
A HELPING HAND...Calloway guard Kacee Stonecipher gets a screen from teammate Meaoverwhelmed us, and we never
got in a rhythm because of their gan Rogers on her drive to the basket. The Lady Lakers dropped their First Region Tournament opener 52-25 to Graves County.
pressure."
Lindsay Cornn paced Graves period.
played in last year's regional final points for a 52-22 advantage with
with 14 points while Bethany FlowWith Williams and Whitney — rattled off a decisive 15-2 run 1:55 to go.
ers added 12 on 6-of-9 shooting. Ragsdale both burdened with two to close the third quarter with a
Graves advances to face No.
Amy Scoggins connected on a pair fouls apiece, Rogers provided a 38-19 lead.
14 Lone Oak — the Second Disof 3-pointers for eight points while lift off the Lady Laker bench with
"(Graves) wants to go back to trict champion — in Monday's
Heather Harrison and Erica Allred a score off a Felisha Prescott assist state; they have a lot of seniors, 7:45 p.m. semifinal following the
pitched in with seven and six and a three-point play set up by and they were able to counter-act 6 p.m. contest between No. 19
points, respectively.
Raegan Morton as Calloway pulled everything we did," Sivills said. Marshall County — the Fourth
Facing Calloway's 2-3 zone, the within 20-9 with 4:20 left in the "We kept changing defenses, but District titlists
— and First DisLady Eagles attacked the seams second frame.
we couldn't stop them and we trict champion Hickman County.
in the Lady Lakers' half-court
Changing from the 2-3 to a 3- couldn't get an open look — they
Meanwhile, Sivills was proud
defense and beat CCHS in transi- 2 zone and back helped the Lady locked down on our shooters."
of the way his team pulled togethtion for a 9-0 lead after just 2:34 Lakers keep Graves within reach
Ragsdale. the Lady Lakers' sec- er behind seniors Thomas and Morof action.
as Thomas scored the final four ond-leading scorer at 9.0 points ton during its run to a regional
Thomas ended the early run at points of the half for a 23-13 per game during the regular sea- berth.
the 4:53 mark of the first quarter score, and Thomas continued that son, escaped the clutches of Cornn
"Our goal was to make it to
with a trey off a pass from Car- streak with the first basket of the long enough to earn a foul shot the regional tournament, and
we
lie Williams and sank a free throw second half.
— her only point of the night — played a tough schedule in order
for an 11-4 deficit at 3:39, but
But the Lady Eagles' eight-point for a 40-22 difference with 5:53 to prepare us to get here," Sivills
two baskets by Flowers sandwiched cushion would be their smallest remaining.
said. "We had two great seniors
a Harrison triple as Graves took for the remainder of the night as
The Lady Eagles then put the that led us here, and we had a
an 18-4 lead at the end of the Graves -- led by five seniors who game away with 12 unanswered great season."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jessica Pace scored a gamehigh 22 points as Lone Oak survived an upset bid by Carlisle
County, defeating the Lady Comets
51-41 in a first-round game of
the girls' First Region Tournament
Thursday night.
Lone Oak (25-3) now advances
to Monday's semifinal round to
meet Graves County, a 52-25 winner over Calloway County in Thursday's first game. Defending region
champion Marshall County will
battle Hickman County in Monday's other semifinal contest.
Carlisle, whose season ended
at 12-14, threw a scare into the
Lady Flash, battling back from a
nine-point first-half deficit to trail
just 28-25 at the halftime break.
The Lady Comets actually took
the lead on an April Taulbee putback with just over two minutes
left in the third quarter.
But Pace answered with a layup
to put Lone Oak back on top and
then followed with another bucket as the Lady Flash led 36-33
entering the fourth period.
Carlisle remained close for much
of the final stanza. However, Pace
and the Lady Flash answered,
outscoring the Lady Comets 8-1
down the stretch to preserve the
10-point victory.
Heidi Seltzer followed Pace in
the Lone Oak lineup with 12
points. The Lady Flash was 19of-38 from the floor and hit 4of-10 shots from 3-point range.
Realma Johnson led •Carlisle
with 18 points while Taulbee added
12. The Lady Comets were 17of-40 from the field and were 1 of-3 from behind the 3-point arc.

Anderson: Youthful Racers achieved success
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
While many Murray State fans
may consider the Racers' 17-12
finish in 2000-01 a "down year."
head coach Tevester Anderson
offers a different perspective.
"If you look at the whole picture — where we started and where
we ended — I think our kids overachieved in some areas," said
Anderson, who just completed his
third season at the Racer helm.

"We were picked to finish second in the OVC. and we finished
second. But that prediction was
based on the kids we brought in,
and not on who we didn't have,"
he added.
Of course, Anderson is referring to the likes of senior forward
Ray Cunningham — who was dismissed from the team for an offcourt incident in the fall — and
freshmen Jamar Avant and Johnny Mitchell — neither of whom
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dressed because of academic problems.
Mitchell. a 6-3 guard from Montgomery, Ala., has since left the
school to pursue other ventures.
"I don't want to make excuses
about the guys we didn't have.
But it did hurt us that we didn't
have everybody available that we
brought in," Anderson noted.
"I don't think there was any other
team in the country who played
one redshirt freshman, two freshmen. one sophomore and a senior
in their starting lineup and still
won 17 games ... I definitely think
we had some success this year."
Among other things, the Racers' 2000-01 season will be defined
by youth and inexperience, and
arguably the toughest non-conference schedule in school history.
Murray's pre-league slate included losses to South Alabama.
Louisville, Colorado, Detroit, Santa
Clara and rival Southern Illinois.
However. the Racers did produce
some key wins over the likes of
Alabama-Birmingham. Nebraska
and archrival Western Kentucky
— an NCAA Tournament qualifier.
"Our non-conference season
helped prepare us for OVC play,"
Anderson said. "It hurt us as far
as wins and losses were concerned.
But it was one of the hardest
schedules we've played in 40 years,
and it helped me learn a lot about

File Photo
LOOKING AHEAD...Murray
State coach Tevester Anderson hopes to build on the
successes of 2000-01.
my team."
What it did help Anderson learn
was the inconsistencies of a young
and inexperienced squad, which suffered blowout losses to league regular-season champion Tennessee
Tech and to tournament champion
Eastern Illinois.
But, for all of their inconsistencies, the Racers did produce
key league wins over the Panthers, Southeast Missouri State and
Austin Peay. which resulted in an
11-5 Ohio Valley Conference record
and a No. 3 seed in the league
tournament.

MSU came within one win —
a disappointing 94-71 home setback to Tennessee Tech in the regular-season finale Feb. 22 — of
its 13th OVC crown in the last
14 seasons.
The Racers' NCAA Tournament
dreams were dashed by a 97-71
loss to EIU in the quarterfinals
of the OVC Tournament on March
2.
"We really didn't know what
to expect out of this group," Anderson said. "When you have a group
of inexperienced players, you're
going to have some highs and
lows. But I think we had many
more highs than we did lows."
One of the bigger highs was
the play of senior forward Isaac
Spencer, who was granted an extra
year of eligibility by the NCAA
and made the most of it.
He averaged a team-high 21.6
points per game and finishing sixth
in the league in rebounding at 7.1
boards per contest.
"Isaac Spencer had a tremendous season," Anderson said. "He
was our team leader. 1 don't know
what we would have done without him."
The Racers also received solid
contributions from junior guard
Justin Burdine — 10th in the
league in scoring at 15.3 ppg —
and sophomore Antione Whelchel,
who was third in rebounding at
7.1 rpg.

Freshman center Andi Hornig
and freshman swingman Cuthbert
Victor provided help for what
proved to be a solid frontcoun.
As a team, Murray was first in
rebounding with 40.1 rpg and was
second in blocked shots with 4.55
per outing.
Offensively, the Racers were second in the OVC in scoring offense
at 79.9 ppg and were third in
field-goal percentage at 47.5.
"I think we're in really good
shape in the frontcourt," Anderson said. "The place where we
really need to get better at is in
the backcourt.
"Part of the problem was that
we didn't have the numbers back
there. We really only had two
guards. and you really need about
five back there. You can't expect
to win many games with just two
guards."
According to Anderson, the Racers must hit the weight room and
get stronger mentally in order to
improve on this year's performance.
"We need to be tougher both
mentally and physically," he said.
"We also need to get to the point
where basketball is a priority in
our players' lives.
"Right now, I'm looking for
some commitment — guys who
really want to win. If you can
find that, then you have a real
good chance for success."

McCutchan gets player of the week honor
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State Thoroughbreds first
baseman Brett McCutchan was
named one of the Ohio Valley
Conference's Players of the Week
Thursday for games through March
4
McCutchan shared the award
with Zach Borowiak of Southeast
Missouri State.
McCutchan had a hot week at
the plate. hitting .368 with MSU's
only home run thus far In addition to three doubles, seven runs
scored and six runs driven in. He
scored the game-winning run from
second base on an infield single

in the 'Breds. 11-10 win over Northern Illinois last Sunday.
The 6-3. 205-pound sophomore
is second on the team in hitting
with a .362 average and owns a
team-leading seven doubles and
15 RBIs. He is tops in slugging
percentage for Murray at .574, and
has a team-high .500 on-base percentage.
He ranks ninth in the ()VC in
hitting, fourth in doubles per game,
fifth in RBIs per game and seventh in runs per game.
After a heartbreaking 5-4 loss
at Memphis Wednesday. the 'Breds
return home for a three-game series
with Bradley. The teams open with

a doubleheader on Saturday at
noon and wrap up the set with a
single game on Sunday at 1 p.m.
MSU Rifle
The Murray State rifle team
will compete in its 24th consecutive NCAA Championships today
and Saturday in Columbus. Ohio.
MSU has taken part in every
national collegiate rifle championship meet since they began in
1978 under the auspices of the
National Rifle Association, winning the inaugural championships.
Murray is one of two OVC
schools in the nine-team championships field. Tennessee Tech is
the other.

The championships — hosted
by Ohio State University — began
at 7 CST this morning with the
individual smallbore competition.
The individual air rifle competition will be held Saturday at noon.
On Saturday, the team events
will be held, beginning with the
team smallbore competition at 7
a.m. Murray will compete in the
smallbore event at approximately
11:30 a.m. The event will also
include a team air rifle competition.
Results of the championships
will he posted daily at the official Murray State athletics website -- www.goracers.com.
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Texas Tech
courts Knight

UPSET SPECIAL...Brian Beshara (2) and the LSU Tigers
stunned Eastern Division third seed Georgia in the first
round of the Southeastern Conference Tournament Thursday at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville, Tenn.,
defeating the Bulldogs 63-62.

LSU collars
'Dawgs 63-62
NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP) —
Coach John Brady doesn't give
his LSU Tigers much time to rest,
and now his players have returned
the favor.
The Tigers had just provided
the upset of the opening round at
the Southeastern Conference tournament Thursday night, knocking
off Georgia 63-62, when Brady
quickly turned his attention to their
second-round opponent: Arkansas.
"I worry about everything,"
Brady said with a laugh when
asked about the defending tourney champions. "You don't know
how much I worry."
Brady will have to figure out
a way to handle that constant pressure, which has earned the nickname "40 Minutes of Hell" under
coach Nolan Richardson. Arkansas
(19-9) had a first-round bye and
will be even more rested than the
Tigers whose bench consists of
three players spelling starters who
played no less than 34 minutes
apiece against Georgia.
"They're going to come at us
in waves, press the hell out of
us, try to make us spit the ball
out," Brady said of Arkansas.
All four top seeds will play
today with No. 15 Kentucky, the
East's No. I seed. playing South

Carolina, an upset winner over
Mississippi State 69-62. Tennessee,
which beat Auburn 73-66, plays
14th-ranked Mississippi, the West's
top seed.
Alabama defeated Vanderbilt 7859 and will play No. 5 Florida.
Georgia (16-14) had a chance
to erase any doubts about an NCAA
tournament bid but let a victory
get away at the end. LSU (1315) refused to go away even though
the Bulldogs led by as much as
five seven different times in the
second half.
In the final minute, Collis Temple III hit a 3-pointer and then
hit two free throws after Gporgia
lost the ball to give LSU the victory. Georgia had one last chance
when D.A. Layne, who hit a career
high six 3-pointers, handed off the
ball in the lane to an open Rashad
Wright in the corner, but Wright
bounced his three off the rim.
Georgia coach Jim Harrick campaigned for an at-large bid for a
team that played one of the nation's
toughest schedules.
"We could've gone out and
bought four-five games and been
21-9 like Tennessee and could've
been like Arkansas and like Alabama," Harrick said. "But we didn't, so if you're going to punish

LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) — Myers on Tuesday and asked if
When Texas Tech's players returned Texas Tech was going to hire a
home from the Big 12 tournament new coach.
as a first-round loser with a 9-19
"He said he'd talk with me later,"
record, they had to be wondering Dickey said. Myers refused comwhat Bob Knight was thinking.
ment Thursday.
The university in the semiarid
Knight also made news on
West Texas plains, hardly a bas- another front.
ketball powerhouse, reportedly is
According to a letter obtained
courting the fired Indiana coach, Thursday by The Associated Press,
a disciplinarian with a notorious Knight accused the University of
temper and three national cham- Indiana of slander and libel durpionships.
ing his September firing and notiWhether Knight will resume his fied the school of his plan to sue.
coaching career at Texas Tech
He also claimed the school vioremained only a point of specu- lated the Indiana Open Door Law,
lation, however.
inflicted emotional distress and
The Lubbock Avalanche-Jour- interfered with his ability to find
nal quoted an unidentified former a coaching job.
college
coach
Denver attorwho is close to
ney Russell E.
Knight as saying
Yates, representthat athletic direcing
Knight
tor Gerald Myers
against the uniand Tech Presiversity,
said
dent
Dav
Knight would not
Schmidly were
comment on the
Florida to talk to
Texas
Tech
Knight about the
reports.
possibility
of
"He would not
replacing James
knowingly attach
Dickey.
his name to a job
In a report on
that is not open,"
its Web site, the
Yates said. "That
Dallas Morning
is not him."
News quoted an
However,
unidentified
coachini
is in
KNIGHT
source as saying
Knight's plans,
the university had favorable dis- the attorney said.
cussions with Knight. It also quotSpeculation is that Tech might
ed sources as saying a campus be just the place Knight is lookvisit by Knight would probably ing for: It would allow him to
occur before a job is offered.
resurface in a major conference
The Morning News source also but a low-intensity media town;
said the school plans to fire Dick- he would have a brand new faciley and buy out his contract, which ity to work in; and he and Myers
has three years left with a base are old friends.
salary of $200,000.
Texas law requires that the job
Dickey insists he knows only remain open 10 business days
what he's been told by the media. before it can be filled.
He said the only thing Myers said
Dickey, who finished in a tie
to him after the 71-59 defeat Thurs- for last place in the Big 12's regday was. "tough loss."
ular season, is 166-124 with two
He also said he last met with NCAA berths in 10 years.
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THURSDAY'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES
FAR WEST
Arizona 76 Stanford 75
California 86 Arizona St 67
Southern Cal 85, Washington 56
UCLA 86 Washington St 76
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
Quarterfinals
George Washington 83, Xavier 74
Massachusetts 79, St. Bonaventure 58
St. Joseph's 82, La Salle 74
Temple 76 Dayton 63
Atlantic Coast Conference
First Round
Clemson 66, Florida St 64
Big 12 Conference
First Round
Baylor 86. Colorado 84
Kansas St, 62, Nebraska 50
Missouri 77 Texas A&M 62
Oklahoma St 71, Texas Tech 59
Big East Conference
Quarterfinals
Boston College 93, Villanova 79
Pittsburgh 66. Notre Dame 54
Seton Hall 58, Georgetown 40
Syracuse 55, Providence 54
Big Sky Conference
First Round
Northern Arizona 65. Montana State 62
Weber St 86. Idaho St 67
Big Ten Conference
First Round
Iowa 72. Northwestern 55
Penn St 82, Michigan 80
Purdue 91, Minnesota 77
Big West Conference
First Round

1-866-36HONDA
1

SPORTS BRIEFS
Bluegrass Winter Games open this weekend
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The Bluegrass Winter Games will kick off this weekend in Lexington. Louisville and Danville
Competitions are being held in six sports youth ice hockey, racquetball,
youth soccer, basketball, fencing and a five-kilometer road race
After this weekend's activities are completed, the Winter Games will resume
March 17-18

Notice
Photographs, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger
& Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Call 753-1916 ext. 23 for more information.
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Four Trax 500 Rubicon
( $30-O

Tues. thru Sat.
8 am to 5 pm

ADDITIONAL
FourTraz Foreman Ruhicon
Foremen ES
Foreman S
Foreman
Sportral 400EX
Rancher 4x4 ES
Rancher ES
Rancher 4x4
Reacher
2001

$300

Bonus Bucks

HURRY-OFFER ENDS
March 31

ADDITIONAL

$150
Bonus Buck

HURRY—Offer Ends March 31, 2001

ikunus Buc

$5199

All For Only

$4495

350 Rancher 2x4
46

.50
q Rancher 4x4

_ $300

-

1

\.HL.pus Buc_19.i

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

399
350 Rancher 4x4 ES
Bonus Bucks

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

li°11

‘.Sportrax 250 EX

,nrld Bon •Ii,,

800
Price incld °

Mier

Sportrax 300 EX
,150

All For Only

ogrefiLs1
4,4t,

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St
Murray

,

'150.
Aunus Buck

4049

$9995

Murray Home & Auto
-Outdoor Division

Pricri incIrl Bnnii Rocks Offer

Sportrax 250 EX

Bonus Bucks

(Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

JousBuck

Bonus Bucks

e$4550

Electric Shift

-

753-2571

250 Recon

$7995

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

sno

4unus Buc./

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

FourTral 300 414
FourTrax 300
Re con
Sportrax 300EX
Sportrax 250E1
FourTrai 90

FourTrax 450 Foreman S FourTrax 450 Foreman ES
rte-lv
.ksit-cl
n;
A'onus Bucks!

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjus Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

Boise St 90, Long Beach St 70
Pacific 71. UC Santa Barbara 69, OT
UC Irvine 71. Cal Poly-SLO 66
Utah St 74, Cal St -Fullerton 43
Conference USA
Quarterfinals
Charlotte 77, South Florida 74
Cincinnati 73, UAB 70
Memphis 71, Marquette 64
Southern Miss 63, Saint Louis 54
Mid-American Conference
Quarterfinals
Ball St 84. Marshall 81
Kent St. 71. Bowling Green 64
Miami (Ohio) 65, Cent Michigan 56
Ohio 64, Toledo 63
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Quarterfinals
North Carolina A&T 83,
Delaware State 73
Norfolk St 78, Coppin St 66
Mountain West Conference
First Round
BYU 69. Air Force 54
New Mexico 76. Colorado St 65
Wyoming 73, San Diego St 58
Southeastern Conference
First Round
Alabama 78, Vanderbilt 59
LSU 63. Georgia 62
South Carolina 69, Mississippi State 62
Tennessee 73, Auburn 66
Western Athletic Conference
Quarterfinals
Fresno St 60, Rice 52
Hawaii 99, TCU 79
Tulsa 64, San Jose St 53
UTEP 74, SMU 70

1704 W. Main, Union City, TN • 901-885-1792

FREE

Stab Auto
Inewaricie

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

NOW THRU MARCH 31 ONLY
(

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

SCOREBOARD
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CLASS F ED

S4:0 Just Say "Charge It"

ma

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch, 60ci Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
QMI 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period i
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Legal Notice

010
020

Notice

025

Personals

030

150
155

LINE ADS
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

Financial

160
165

040

Roommate Wanted

180

050

Lost And Found

190

Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment

060

Help Wanted

195

Heavy Equipment

070

Position Wanted

200

Sports Equipment

090

Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

210

Firewood

100

220

Musical

110

Electronics

260

120

Computers

270

Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale

130

Appliance Parts

280

140

Want To Buy

285

Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
060

Notice

-

GOLF AT
-1* -4ileHE TENNESSEAN
The Tennessean Golf Club was recently
selected by Golf Digest as the 7th best new
affordable public course in America. Play
this Championship Course for only $30
(includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for
only $50, plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)
060
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Scrapbooking Patch
11.1st tor %kw!

Help Wanted
ALLERGY & Asthma Clinic
has opening for 2-3 days
per week in the business office. Computer experience required. Send resume to: 2957 U.S. Hwy
641 North Murray, KY
42071

The Wild Raspberry
MERLE Norman &
Uptown Girl
Benton Ky
527-8899
Over 180 new prom dresses (famous brands) 20%50% off We have al prom
accessories and tuxedos
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
RV LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

Immediate
Openings
For Security
Guard
Position
Murray Area
Security Guard
or Military
Background
Necessary
For More
Information Call
270-759-8383

PT/FT Resort housekeep
ing If you take pride in
your ability to provide quality cleaning, and are willing
to do a variety of functions,
we need your help Call
Susan
(270)436-2345
TAKING applications for
all positions. Daytime &
night-time. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at:
Sonic-Dnve-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray.
WANTED- Experienced
carpenter for full time position. Minimum five years
experience required Hourly wages negotiable based
on years of experience.
Health care, paid vacation.
sick pay, 401K retirement
plan. Vehicle and uniforms
provided. Call 270-7533914 between hrs. of 7:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
WANTED: individuals 55
years of age or older to
work with Senior Community Service Employment Program (Title V).
Will be working with Calloway County Senior Citizens, twenty (20) hours
per week at $5.15 per
hour. Fringe benefits
For information and/or applications. please contact
Eric Kelleher, (270) 7530929 or Gaila Jo Gay,
(270) 247-4046
EOE.
YARD worker, leaf clean
up, Mulch distribution ect
436-2005

Lost and Found
LOST 2yr old, male, chocolate Lab in Dexter/ Almo
area, red collar and tags
$100 Reward
(270)753-0492
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Fri 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday
Wed. 1 p.m.
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Help Wantad

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

$250 extra for Shopper (Toes Clabsifieds go into Shopping Gtude9 $230 extra for blind box ads

Antiques

Be Your
Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pa.,
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times

060
Help Wanted

ABSOLUTELY Free Info,
Earn online income!
$2000 - $5000/month.
www.earn-it-online.com.

COMPUTER People
$25-$75/hour
Mail Order/Internet
Training/Bonuses
(888)473-3158 or
www UniimitedWealth4u corn

BRASS LANTERN
RESTAURANT
in Aurora, Ky
Part-time evening employment for servers, bus persons, and kitchen workers
Apply in person on Friday
March 9th, from 1pm to
5pm or call Carol at 4742773
HELP wanted
Kitchen and Waitresses
Cypress
for
needed
Springs Resort Call for Interview 270-436-5496

FULL Time Heavy Equipment Service Technician
needed. Experience preferred but not required.
Must have your own tools.
Competitive wages and
excellent benefits package. Please send responses to: P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray, KY 42071.
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time Day
shift 5am-5pm. Cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance. Also Accepting Shift Management
up to $9.50 per hour
Please apply @ 641 &
Chestnut St. Murray. E0E.

EXPRESS

Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.

HOT EL .•

NOW HIRING
All Positions - All Shifts
Applications may be completed at
Kentucky Department for Employment Services
1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY

Mon., March 12th- Thurs., March 23rd
NO PHONE CALLS

PROCESS TECHNICIAN
Mark I Molded Plastics, Inc.. has an
opening for a Process Technician.
Previous experience in injection
molding a PLUS. A strong mechanical background and work history is
a MUST. Excellent salary and benefit package.
Interested candidates may apply b>
mailing or faxing resume to:
Mark I Molded Plastics, Inc.
ATTN: Manufacturing Manager
P.O. Box 160
Henry, TN 38231
Fax: 901-243-7285
NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Position:

Telecommunications Officer
(Dispatcher)
(position may be variable shift
mandatory two weeks of
out-of-town training)

Department:Murray Police Department
A History of Growth and Success!

Is ^4
Meek
,
••••,

MEN.

As a leader in frozen
food sales, Schwan's
manufactures and sells
over 250 frozen food
products through a
home delivery system.
Schwan's is seeking
highly motivated
individuals who thrive
on challenges and are
committed to hard
work to join us in our
47th year
of Success!!

A tremendous demand for our
products and services has created a need to add to our route systems staff.

If you thrive on challenge, are high
energy, committed to hard work, and
want to be paid upon your performance, Let's talk"
In addition to a challenging
career, we offer a complete benefit package including:

Quality Products

No Investment

Profit Sharing

Paid Vacation

Group Health, Life tit Disability
Make this the turning point of your life'
Murray/Paris Area
Applications Being Taken At
307 Bee Creek Dr., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-11:.30 a.m. and after 2 p.m.
Must he at least 21 years of age or older
Equal Opportunity Employer

360
370
380
390
400
410

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

per hour

plus benefits.
City of Murray benefit package includehealth insurance, life insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Thursday, March 15, 2001.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of
successful applicant.

Lots For Rent

450
455

Farms For Sale
Acreage

460

Homes For Sale

470

Pets & Supplies

485

Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales

490

Used Cars

480

495

Vans

500

Used Trucks

Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate

510

Campers

520

435

Lake Property

530

Boats & Motors
Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

425
430
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MASTER
Control Operator
(Overnight position) Experience and/or education
preferred
High school
graduate or equivalent required Television background or electronic equipment a plus. Must have
computer literacy; strong
organizational and interpersonal skills and ability
to work in a fast-paced,
multi-tasked environment
Responsible for switching
on-air program elementsprograms. commercials,
promotion announcements
station ID's, and public
service announcements:
editing and dubbing programs: and recording programs and other material
for air off satellite Apply in
person at. UPN9-24. 8004
Fine Arts Building. Murray,
KY 42071. Murray State
University is an Affirmative
Action Equal Opportunity
Employer

WANTED
Sales Position
Open
Carroll Nissan
/Indy In Person
SOO Chestnut

Nlurra. KY
or send or fax
reuine
Fax 270-759-1013

060
Help Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly during the week in
many areas. No GDP 15
day CDL training program
available. Call today
1-800-242-7364 .
FREIGHT
Brokerage
Needs 2 long haul truck
drivers for 1999 Freightliner and 2001 Peterbilt with
530ft Van. Pay and lanes
of operator Negotiable for
qualified driver Must have
3 years experiences and
meet DOT requirements.
Call Kenny at
270-489-2001 Anytime
NATURE'S Bounty
Now hiring part-time waitress & kitchen workers
Must be able to work between 11AM-4PM Monday-Friday. Apply in person Dixieland Shopping
Center Chestnut Si
NEEDED part-time tender
drivers & spray coupe operator Apply at Royster
Clark. 204 W Railroad
Ave. Murray.

LAWN CARE
PROFESSIONALS
Mowing, Trimming,
Landscaping, etc.

IL

753-3362

Tobacco Workers Needed
4/24/01 — 12116/01
75% time guarantee, all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met
$7.00/hr. - cutting/housing, $6.39/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

WANTED NOW!
1. EXPERIENCED PREFERRED
2. PAY BASED ON EXPERIENCE
3. NEED NOT BE CERTIFIED
4. GREAT WORKING CONDITIONS
5. BONUS PROGRAM & BENEFITS
Contact
Bill Blackburn
General Manager
BRANDON AUTO WORLD
Murray, KY
(270)753-5315 or (800)455-5315

Minimum salary for the position tdependini;

Qn trainingerience.) $8.56

445

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property

1 GOOD TECHNICIAN

opportunity:

Route Sales Manager

330
340

WANT ADS WORK

Help Wanted
MANAGEMENT/
stylist
needed for Murray salon
Must be dependable &
professional Great pay
call for interview 901-641
0511

320

060

Help Wanted

ABSOLUTELY FREE
INFO'
Own atcomputer?
Put it to work!
$350-$1000/week
www extremewealth net

300

BROADCAST TECHNICIAN
Kentucky Educational Television is looking for a Broadcast Technician based in Madisonville. Operates 5 television transmitters (4 are remote controlled). Maintains
control point site, including buildings and grounds. Assists with maintenance of high powered transmitters.
translators, satellite uplinks and related equipment, including installation of equipment. Acts as a message center for school and transmitter maintenance Must be able
to lift 70 lbs . and have body dexterity to climb ladders
and adjust antennas on poles, roofs, etc. High School
plus 3 years experience in operation and maintenance
of television and/or radio-broadcasting equipment
Knowledge of RF signal receiving systems, video and
satellite receiving systems. An associate, higher degree
or a diploma in electronics or a related field may substitute for the experience on a year for year basis. Salary
dependent on experience Full state benefits package
Must have a valid drivers license Send a complete state
application to the following to be received no later than
March 23. 2001: Ray Sullivan. KET,600 Cooper Dr., Lexington. KY 40502 (8591 258-7112 eoe

Help Wanted
NURSE needed for busy
physician office. Must
have excellent organizational skills, be a self-starter, and a real "people" person. Send resume to:
RN
P.O. Box 1040-J,
Murray, Ky 42071
O.T.R. DRIVERS
NEEDED
New trucks arriving in
March. Run for Murray.
Ky., based carrier, 28c a
mile, no NYC! Minimum
one year driving 0.T.R.
Clean driving record. Call
Pat Maloney 270-7590124 or 270-994-4864
OPTOMETRIC Assistant
Monday -Friday
1pm to close
Computer knowledge and
typing a must Insurance
experience desired
Send resume to
Optometric Assistant
PO Box 1040-1,
Murray, Ky 42071

• We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
collectibles, fishing tackle,
advertising. 270-759-3456.
FROST free refrigerator,
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpeting, storm windows 7534109
WANTED:
Riding mowers, go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work.
436-2867
WANTED: Small & large
tracks of timber. Also pine
timber. Call 901-644-3533
or 901-593-0221

WANT TO
BUY OR LEASE
TOBACCO
BASE
Call 270-435-4131
Or

270-994-1875 or
901-217-3993

$$ GOOD PAY $$
Dependable and enthusi150
astic person telemarketing
Articles
needed Part-time for local
For Sala
business $7/per hr + bonuses
270-753-6009
•GE washer & dryer
10 00AM-9 OOPM
$125.00
•Maytag washer $10000
090
•E range-gold, avocado
Domestic & Childcare
coppertone $40 00 ea
•White chest $40 00
GENERAL HOUSE
*Baby bed w/mattress
CLEANING
$40 00
Call Linda 759-9553
•Table-2 chairs $35 00
NEED grandmotherly type •1950's chrome dinette
to keep 6 month old in my set Take bids Call 436home Monday-Friday.
2326
753-6605 after 5 pm
HOME INTERIORS
OFFICE cleaning
CLEARANCE SALE
Dependable References
Hardin Community Center
489-2777
March 10th 8am-3pm
WILL sit with
Call 437-48141 for more
sick or elderly
info
767-0462

120

120

Computers

Computers
I I

.1

Computer Services
-Factory Authorized PC Repair
Complex Networking/fiber/routers
Business Systems/Point of Sale System
Medical, Retail, Farm
-Thlephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
-New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
-IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Serve
Partner, Macs too!
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
-Storage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2666
http:11www.netromindustries.com
Greg Dowdy
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE,
New Hardware Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWest
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

kt

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

150
Articles
For Site
BROWN stackable metalchairs $10/ea Available
Fri March 9 00 Sandra D's
94 East
CDS. cassettes, records
Big
Bands.
Western
Swing 759-1887
Dish Network. 2 Receivers
$49 99 Installed Call or
come by
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N 4th St
759-0901
ROOFING SALE
$12 00 per square Odd
lots and discontinued colors Limits quantities
Myers Lumber,
500 S 4th Street. Murray
(270)753-6450

110
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

RELOCATION SALE
.iron day bed, complete\
cover
*Walk\ fit exerciser
•Antique Iron baby bed
•Wicker chair
•Small island- 2 bar stools
*Book shelve
•Music\ center
.Many household items
753-5677

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Appear:is
TAPPEN washer and gas
dryer $250 set Queen
size water mattress and
spring $250 Call 4354263
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

Amiga

Want To Rent

WANTED
HOUSE
FOR RENT
.."
4 10

38R 2 bath Also Motherin-law quarters
2000 Gatesborough
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444

RENT, Buy, Rent to Own
2, 3 & 4br Houses
753-4109

160
Home Furnishangs
hideabed
BROYHILL
Springwall twin beds with
headboard and rails, kitchen table and four chairs,
three end tables, small
rolltop desk, bookcase,
two lamps
753-8657
MUST sell: 7pc., bedroom
set, console T.V. dining
room table with 5 chairs,
and 2 diamond back bikes.
Please call 759-2468.
OAK Sauder TV-VCR corner cabinet, like new asking $125.00 Coffee table &
2 end tables, like new asking $300 00 OBO 7534340
TWIN wicker white headboard and a twin white
sleigh bed. Both in excellent condition. Call 7534471.

EXCEPTIONAL new home
for sale by owner 2 story,
full covered front porch,
covered back deck. 4 spacious bedrooms, 3 baths,
large family room with gas
fireplace Oak cabinets. 2
car garage. Family neighborhood 2117 Southwest
Drive
Call 759-8662
$159,000

1tanies For Sate

2/3 Bdr. Home in
good cond. Pref.
NINE/NW of
Murray. Reasonably
priced. Contact at
489-2052.

EASTSIDE
CLIZ
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

1 OR 2br apts. near down
own Murray starting a

$200/mo. 753-4109.

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2. 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
190
270-753-9841 or
pets
Farm Equipment
270-436-5496
•CIH 4210, 62hp 5xx hrs. 1BR, some utilities paid
10' Case disc 4-14" IH No pets! $220 a month
plow, 7' Chisel plow 767-9037
1BR. Furnished, low utilit$21,500.00
.2 row Holland Transplan- ies, no pets $225/mo.
ter Hyd. 300 gal poly tank 753-3949.
1BR. like new, appliances
$1000.00
Coleman
RE 759-4118.
•2 row Cole sidedresser on
2BR duplex Central/H/A,
cult. $400.00
.3pt. 200 gal. Boomspray appliances
Coleman RE 759-4418
$2130.00
2BR Near MSU. $300 wa435-4273 leave message
ter furnished. Coleman
•WD 45 with cult. 13'
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 2 bath duplex, gaDo-All
rage Central, no pets
•16' bumper hitch stock
Coleman RE 759-4418
trailer.
2BR, Near MSU New car•JD 660 hay rake.
pet, paint & wallpaper
Call 489-2740
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, new townhouse, cenFIREWOOD for sale 753- tral, garage, 3 story
Coleman RE 759-4418
4109
2br., 1.5 bath duplex on
Hillwood Dr. $425/mo.
759-4406.
3 or 4br, Diuguid Drive
ARMSTRONG flute, open- Coleman RE 759-4418.
holed, gold-plated em
3BR, 2 bath Downstairs
boucher. $300.00
Epiphone electric guitar- $400 /mo 489-2296
4br. Townhouse
cherry SG-model. Excellent condition. $175 00
Coleman RE 759-4118
767-0659.
FOR rent or for sale
PIANO for sale.
2br., 1 bath duplex AppliConsole Excellent condiances included. 1304 Pegtion. Zero down, assume gy Ann Dr. Call 753-6870.
low payments. See locally.
APARTMENTS. for rent
1-800-437-9757
Close to campus. 753PIANO LESSONS
5980 or 753-1203 after
Local experienced piano
5pm.
teacher looking for students of all ages Call 753- EXTRA nice 1br,, 1 bath,
central gas H&A, applian3032 Leave message
ces furnished, W&D. 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905
12X56 2br trailer, You EXTRA nice 2br.. 1,5 bath
townhouse appliances furmove or rent lot $1200
nished, W/D. central gas
080 Call 436-2749
heat/ air_ 1yr. lease, 1
1995 Fleetwood mobile
month deposit. No pets
home 2 bedroom, 2 bath
753-2905.
Call after 6pm 759-0437
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath
93 Clayton $8.000 OBO
C/H/A all appliances, MD
492-8723
753-7813 days
HM & Sons Mobile Home
753-7903 evenings
Mover 18yrs experience
FORREST View Apart
Licensed & insured in Kenments 1213 N 16th St
tucky, Tennessee & Illinow accepting applications
nois 437-3939
for 2br townhouses, basic
MOBILE home moved
rent $315/ month. Office
Licensed and Insured
Hours. 10- 2, M-F Cal1
(270)437-4608
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity
NICE 2br duplex w/ car
port, appliances No pets
2BR 8 miles north.
lease
710 Sycamore
$250 +deposit. 753-8582.
$450/mo 753-7457
NOW available- lbr apart
HAZEL 2br. appliances
References. lease, & de- ment turnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposi+
posit 492-8526
LARGE 2br $265/mo required Near downtown
No pets 436-2755
753-6012
RED OAKS APTS
NICE 2br, Mobile home
Special
No pets 753-9866
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28S
28R
From $325
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Call Today!
753-8668.
1/2 acre $100/mo 753
Southside
Manor Apts
6012
1,2 & 3br apts
LOT for rent 492-8488
Section 8 housing
LOT For Rent 753-9866
753-8221
300

80 95 acres, over mile
blacktop frontage $725 an
acre, 1 mile to lake terms
753-9302
OAKWOOD
Tarns
115x162 94 all hardwood
trees $13,000.00 7594712

1613

Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

Far Sit

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTH WOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size units
Available

, 753-3853
370
ommettial Prop.
For Sac
310 S. 4th St
Office Building
753-4703.
Supplies
ADORABLE full blooded
German Shepherd puppies Not register $50
Call 753-3114
AKC Golden Retriever
puppies 5 weeks old Has
first shots Call 753-6038
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FISH tank 55 gallons with
hood, lights, gravel and all
accessories to set up
$150 evenings call 4354484
POMERANIAN puppies.
$200. 270-522-9138
TOY Poodles for sale
270-489-2761.

HAY- Bermuda grass
559-1761 or 753-5719
HORSE breaking. training.
and riding lessons. References available.
(901)-642-1129,
(901)-644-2261
Square
HORSE
hay
bales $2 50/bale
492-6200
LLAMAS for sale Fern
Terrace Lodge We're thinning a herd Call 753-7109
or 759-1883 between 7am
Monday -Friday
-2pm
Ask for Gary

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
•Average

WE SHOW YOU
•1007i loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

LA3li,I n

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

IV EV./ HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of hying space • C/H/A • city water
• cable • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage • master
bedroom suite • large great room • fabulous
kitchen with island cooking station • formal
dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths •
oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.
527-5460 or 354-8966
460

3BR, 1 bath, 1 acre, garden lot, with trees Call
753-3662
3BR, 2 bath in Lynn
Grove. 1 yr. old. Mid 80's.
Call 435-4140. 435+4336
after 4pm.
5 acre parcel of land and
3br. house. within restricted subdivision on Robertson Rd. South Call 7539250
5yr old, newly remodeled,
3br, starter house with 50
South
acres $98,000
East Calloway County.
753-7990 Day/ask for
Raymond

Homes For Sale
ACREAGE- SOUTH OF

THE BORDER- 62 +/acres about 7 miles west
of Hazel on State Line Rd.
Great hunting property and
very secluded. New well
on property. Call Bob Burton with Moody Reality
Co., Inc.. Tyson Ave. in
Pans (1-800-642-5093) or
email me at netcom@compu.net for more information on this and other
tracts available in the area.
MLS#34804

Homes For Sate
REDUCED+ REDUCED'
3br home located at
804 N 17th St Close to
college Priced reduced to
$51 000 00
(270 )825-6422
(270) 825-0778
(270)836-1215
TWO story house, 3 bedrooms, 2 bath, central HA
35 acres- 20 tendable and
12 wooden. 2 ponds and
several
outbuildings
$52.000 753-0171 or 4365005.
DUPLEX FOR SALE
$88,900
Minutes from MSU 2br.,
1 1/2 bath each side appliances included Garage
For details call 270-7532794 or 502-868-9669
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge. Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109.
HOUSE and 20 acres on
Airport Road. 5 year old.
1792 Sq. Ft., 3br, 2 bath,
$155,000. 753-0530 or
489-2887.
Photos
at
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60 Wildwood Dr.
(Oaks Estates)
Saturday
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Furniture, girls
clothes (5-7), mini
organ, 3 in 1 pool
table. & more.

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth'

1992 Dodge Grand Caravan, 91 xxx Auto. /VC
1988 Jeep Wrangler Limit stereo Great car for auced. V-6, 4x4, 167,xxx tion goers- no rears seats
daily. $4,200 753-8734
driven
miles.
$250000 OBO 270-4362962
96' Chevy Blazer 4x4
green, extra sharp 753. 1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp, A C PS, 318
1624 after 5 30pm
Marty Vehicles

Used Cars

auto $3.500 080 4892296

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592.
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Mowing Service
759-4564
DOGWOOD
LANDSCAPING &
LAWN CARE
Complete line of services
offered including mowing.
12 years experience
Free estimates
Call David 753-9000
FENCING
Midway Fence All types.
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839.
JERRY'S Drywall
Hanging, Finishing &
Repair Call 436-5167
(No Job To Small)
KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014
LAWN
mower repair
Riding Mowers only.
436-2867

MOVING
LambBrothers
Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555.
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
•Additions, -Garages,
-Pole Barns,
•Vinyl Siding & Trim,
•Replacement Windows
-Decks, *Metal Roots.
FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645

SERVICE

DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.
li
tESU

Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
•wo I Pumps
•Water & Sewer

Lines.

•Water iieaters

Meta( Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Big or Small

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

270-759-0610
KN. Master Plumber 6059

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
We Spec'itiiize

in Cleaning

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway
David Borders

Phone 12701 759-4734

OM.

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

David's Home Improvement
-

Serving The Area For 27 Years

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Plus...all other home improvements

Wiggins Furniture

•
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;01. Lamb

13r-cither's

-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Owner & OperatOf

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

*Luke Lamb'

1_

Office Space

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING

Residential, Commercial & Industrial
•(.1 q'tnit HONII s
'SET 1). MINTING
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270-753-t$895
FREE("omPtriERiziA) EsTimArEs
FULLY iNstity.t) - OWNER: JIM ()SPURN

LICENSElltINUFal) Free Estintah

Interior & Decorative Painting/

/re,

Trimming

Cleanup Sert.ire

Hedge Trimming Full Line of

Free Estimates
901-247-5422

U.S. Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6660

A Bigger Selection - A Better Frice9
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

David Gailimore, Owner

JOE SMITH CARPET
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

T

amb Brothers
Tree Service

24 Hr Sentee

EHO
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath

illikets Fat Mk
Business Rentals i duplex w/garage Applianw/ (2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
furnished
ces
washer/dryer 1yr lease, 1 North, Murray 753-1967
month deposit No pets
2 acre lot 94W Lynn
753-2905
Grove Community
Various size units
753-1624 after 5 30 pm
Walnut Plaza
LOTS for sale Starting at
[
ligilleuese Per Rent
104 N. 5th
$11,000 Price includes
3BR. 2 bath. C/H/A newly water, septic & driveway
753-9621
redecorated $495 per Also land home packages
security 270-437-4838
month
plus
320
(270)474-2520
455
Allotments For Rent
3BR, 2 bath central gas
heat/air
lyr
lease
Acrugn
ACROSS street from MSU
6 / acres, building site. in
$475/mo 753-9636
1131R apt for lease plus
New Concord, $1.200 per
deposit No pets! Has CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath cen- acres 753-9302
W/D, stove, refrigerator. tral H/A, quiet neighbor7 acres between Hazel
For appointment call Larry hood $500 mo plus securand Providence $5,000
Rogers 767-9230 or 753- ity deposit Call Marg 759per acre 492-6222
3734
5534 W 753-1586 8-2

Vans

DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645

[Ek
i

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

"INSIDE"
GARAGE
SALE

YAMAHA PW 80 $700.00
753-5950

2000 Crown Victoria Ex
cellent condition 13.000
miles Champagne color
All the extras Must Sell+
$21,000 Call after 5PM
759-9203

•58 Chevy Bel Air, 4 door
$600. OBO
1984 Buick Regal 2dr.
sunroof, power seats, new •51 Willy's pickup $500.
•48 Willy's CJ2 $3,100.
tires. Price $995.
(270)759-3949
489-2189.
'70 Chev. truck. Stepside.
1988 Monte Carlo SS colGood condition. $4000.
lector's edition, 84,000,
492-6222.
white, T-tops, . Master ex
89' Chevy 4x4, $3995
haust, shift kit. $7,500.
753-0602
559-6663 or 753-1500.
1988 Pontiac Grand AM.
carvers
$1000.00 435-4353.
www angettfre cornikyDrwehouse
HOUSE on 9 acres, 3 1991 Cadillac Sedan Devmiles North on 641 on Be- ine. Great condition inside 97 40ft Woodlawn Park w/
8x20 screened in porch
thel Road. 2br, 2 full bath and out. 753-0114.
with log cabin and several 1992 Nissan Maxima. set up on lot at missing
Phone:
out buildings, C/H/A, large Black, power everything. hills resort.
screen in deck, all fenced Call after 5p.m. 759-5786. (270)767-0711
in. 591,000.
1998 Red Monte Carlo AIRSTREAM Travel /TrailCall 753-8350.
CD player, new tires er. 1978 31ft. International.
NEW Construction Just un- 44,000 miles $11,000.00 Everything works great
der way, 605 Tanglewood, 753-2286 if no answer, A/C/ heat, refrigerator/
freezer, great tires. ExcelWoodgate sudit 2000 sq ft leave message
$7,000.
lent condition
living, 2 car garage, 3 bdr,
350 Chevrolet engine, still 489-2057.
2 bath, Master suite whirl- in car, can hear run
1986 Jayco J Series, 24
pool tub & sep shower, brk $500.00
nook, formal Dr, covered 350 turbo transmission 1/2. sleeps 6, excellent
condition. 489-2840 after
porches all brick. 559- short rail shaft. $100.00
430.
5pm
489-2005
after
2175 after 5 call 7531500.
NICE 2br brick house near .91 Nissan Maxima. Pearl
MSU. Large kitchen, deck. color, leather. sunroof
C/H/A, fenced in yard
$4,200.
•Portable Dishwasher 1992 Lowe Pontoon 90hp
753-8764.
used about 1yr $150.
Evinrude 759-1519
470
767-0538
Motorcycles & ATV's
97 wide track grand Prix
86,000 miles, loaded, alu1997 Yamaha Koctiak
minum wheels 4 door. CARPORTS Starting at
high/low range Excellent
$675. installed. Roy Hill
$7,500 0130
condition 759-1519
(270)436-2113,
(270)759-3366

•New or Remodeling

823 N. 19th St.
Saturday
8 am.-2 p.m.
1/2 price dance
antiques,
wear,
collectibles,
clothes, crafts, oak
bakers showcase,
popcorn machine
753-0266

1999 Honda 300 4x4
Good condition $3,500
080 435-4318
1999 WR 400 motorcycle
Riden very little $4,000
Call 436-5363

1,7

•An Repairs -

YARD SALE

Used Cars

iII1I1
4444541
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Equipment

Paul Lamb

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

71-mt/1e441 Sicoidad
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
GT
We Service All Brands
71'.1 /1,1!

p (),ntro,

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

P.-- Rainbow Rooms
More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs•Stenciling
• Faux Finishes • Free Estimates
Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
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530

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5444

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

270-753-8204
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
ROOFING and Painting
Inside, outside, yard work
hauling, and wall murals
Free estimates. 474-1555
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's. TV Towers rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
CALL Beck Home Improvement for all your
carpentry needs All types
general carpentry & remodeling Quality workmanship at reasonable
rates
References available.
901-782-3128
270-853-5419
270-376-2741

WANT ADS
WORK

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs, Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References, Call Larry
Malmo,
753-9372, 753-0353.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

fr'srim( To grAfRr
PROMOT/A/0 YOUR 8USM/ESS
FOR SIN/A/61
• Lawn Care • Home Improvements
• Painting • & Much More

Advertise for March, April
& May for only

That's 90 times your ad will be seen!
Only applies to new accounts.

Call now for details

753-1916
Ask for Kathy or Tammy in the
Classified Department.

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday.
March 10. 2001
Your ability to relate to others emerges as
one of your strongest assets in both your
personal and professional lives Others
appreciate your focus, attention and
understanding
Sort through your
thoughts Learn to meditate, or take a
yoga class You will gain through these
arts If you are single. your family supports you in getting what you want
Consider how you want to feel in a relationship rather than imagining what
someone is like If attached, your relationship could become a lot closer if you
are willing to reveal more of yourself
LIBRA can help you with money
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive.
1-Average. 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Take a risk and express your
feelings Don't settle. instead, handle a
problem Your creativity flounshes and
allows you greater self-expression Be
with friends and make the most of a gettogether Others seek you out Popularity
soars Tonight Say yes
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 201
*** Pace yourself, and follow through
on a project or hobby A parent or authority figure surprises you with his point of
iew Carefully check out an expenditure
iefore you opt to make it You could be
surprised by your research Tonight
\lake it relaxing
4;EMINI(May 21 -June 201
•**** Let your carefree. happy per•onality emerge A new relationship
iiuld grow much warmer A flirtation
light become more An older relationnip gets steamy Say yes to an unexpect'd trip or offer Anything is possible
Fonight Play the night away
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
** ** Deal with basics If you don't
teel like doing much. don't A partner
inderstands where you are coming from
In some way, with this person you don't
even need to use words Allow more caring to flourish between the two of you
Tonight Order in Watch a movie
LEO (July 23-Aug 221
***** Survey your friends and a
partner before making a decision An
unexpected idea could delight you Bring

Free trees
offered with
membership

others together and share plans once you
make a decision Keep news flowing A
spontaneous party could result Tonight.
Out and about
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221
**** Curb spending. even if you
don't see a problem Someone might ask
you to step up to the plate and fill in
Make this your pleasure As a result,
you'll feel very good about yourself
Consider how you can make your life
more rewarding Tonight. Indulge You
deserve it
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
** *** Your smile melts away
another's boundaries Ask for more of
what you want and need to make you
happy A child or loved one surpnses and
delights you Be open to what others
offer Plan a mini-trip together soon
Tonight Ask.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
*** You don't have to go far to create
more of what you want Your sense of
humor emerges with a child or loved one
Make a decision that surrounds your
home. he it a new one or perhaps some
remodeling Get ready for spring A partner chips right in Tonight Slow down
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21)
***** You could be surprised by a
call or by someone's idea Laugh and
flex See what is good here Get together
with a neighbor. sibling or friend for a
catch-up chat Before you know it. you
are swapping jokes Accept another's
invitation, but make time to run an
errand Tonight Where your friends are
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 191
*** * Check out a friend's suggestion
carefully, especially if it involves spending money You might he surprised at
what happens when you do needed
research Bring others together Make
calls and start inviting Let go of all that
worrying Chip in when another cannot
finish a project Tonight Be the lead
actor
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)
***** Share what you think is a
wild idea Your creativity flourishes with
others who accept your uniqueness
Agree to meet a loved one halfway,
whether it is emotionally or literally
Others appreciate your insight and openness Tonight Go for different
PISCES (Feb I9-March 201
**** Deal with a partner head-on
You might not he sure about what to do
with a child or loved one You might
have a tendency to hold yourself hack in
order to make yourself less vulnerable

A PENNY SAVED...East Elementary students Austin Jackson
and Kelsey Kelly practice counting money in Fonda Grogan's
kindergarten class.

MSU newspaper
staff wins honors
Two members of The Murray
State News staff have been named
Journalists of the Year by The
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association,
Greg Stark, a senior print journalism major from Paducah, and
Lisa Wheat, a senior print journalism major from Charlevoix,
Mich., were honored March 3 at
the K1PA convention at Eastern
Kentucky University. Stark is associate editor of The Murray State
News and also works part time at
The Marshall County Tribune Courier and Wheat is news editor
of the student newspaper.
In addition to the Journalist of
the Year award, Wheat captured first
place in four of the 32 categories.
Stark had one first place award
and four second place awards.
Stark also placed third in the copy
editing competition held at the
convention and Wheat won third
in the deadline writing competition.
Students from 14 colleges and
universities in the Commonwealth
submitted 887 entries in the annual awards competition,.
Receiving first place awards
from Murray State were:
• Lisa Wheat: news story; investigative reporting; news analysis and
special reports; news photo;
• Jason Yates, Mayfield. editor
in chief: news analysis and special reports; editorial;
• Marci Owen, Hopkinsville:
news analysis and special reports;
• Melissa Stoneberger. Tennyson,
Ind., college life editor: news analysis and special reports;
•Greg Stark: general interest column;
• Darin Shock, Owensboro: editorial cartoon;
• Robert Pieroni, Marion, Ill..
graphics editor: informational
graphics;
Receiving second place were:
• Jason Yates: continuing news;
overall layout;
• Marci Owen: continuing news;
• Jonathan Watkins, Henderson:
continuing news:
• Greg Stark: personality profile; overall layout; front page layout; feature page layout;
• Erin Richards, Ellisville, Mo.,
feature story;

• Jason Billingsley, Buncombe,
Ill., sports editor: sports game
story; sports feature story;
• Lisa Wheat: sports news;
• Sam Aguiar, Murray: sports
column;
•Erin Bruner, Maceo, Ky.: advertising copy; advertising campaign.
• Melissa Vinson, Calvert City
house ad; advertising design;
Third place awards went to:
• Loree Stark, Paducah, viewpoint editor: news analysis and
special reports; general interest column; opinion page;
• Jess Adkins, Florence, Ky.:
editorial cartoon;
• Greg Stark: best special section;
• Melissa Vinson: ad campaign,
• Laura Denton, Lexington:
photo essay; news photo; feature
photo;
• Ryan Brooks, Las Vegas, photo
editor: photo essay;
Honorable mention awards were
received by:
• Jason Yates: news story; front
page layout;
• C. Ryan Shelton. Owensboro:
investigative reporting;
• Lisa Wheat: continuing news:
• Melissa Stoneberger personality profile; feature story: sports
column;
• Aylson McNutt English, Murray: general interest column;
• Loree Stark: editorial;
• Greg Stark: opinion page;
sports page design;
• Sam Aguiar sports game story;
• Jason Billingsley: sports news
story; sports column;
• Laura Deaton, Lexington: original illustration;
• Ryan Brooks: feature page
layout; original illustration; feature photo; sports photo;
Justin McGill. Cadiz. assistant
sports editor, won two awards for
his work at News & Views, the
student newspaper at Hopkinsville
Community College. He received
second place. sports feature story,
and honorable mention, sports column. McGill transferred to Murray State this spring.
Joe Hedges, adviser of The Murray State News is beginning his
fifth year as executive secretary
of KIPA.

Police search for men
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Police
issued arrest warrants for three
men wanted in the disappearance
of Aubrey Smith, a Kevil man
who was believed murdered.
A murder warrant was issued
for Chris G. Johnson, 23. and
complicity to commit murder warrants were issued for Terrell David
Galbreath. 24, and David Louis
McCampbell, 44.
Smith was last seen alive Fel)
28. His burned car was found on
March I near Sedalia and bloody
clothes that police said belonged
to him were found later that day.
about 10 miles north of the car
Smith is believed to have been
shot in the back and his body
moved at least two times, said
Chief Deputy Sheriff Dewayne Redmon.
Workers have conducted foot and
boat searches, used underwater
infrared cameras and brought in
cadaver dogs. More foot and fourwheeler searches were conducted
Wednesday before rescue efforts
were called off at midday.
Redmon said the men "have

made statements ... that they will
not he taken alive if we come

after them," adding that a nationwide search is underway.

Ten free white flowering dogwood trees will be given to each
person who joins The National
Arbor Day Foundation during
March 2001.
The free trees are part of the
nonprofit foundation's trees for
America campaign.
"White flowering dogwoods will
add year-round beauty to your
home and neighborhood," John
Rosenow, the foundation's president, said. "Dogwoods have showy
spring flowers, scarlet autumn
foliage, and red berries which attract
songbirds all winter."
The trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting between March 1 and May
31 with enclosed planting instructions. The six- to 12-inch trees
are guaranteed to grow or they
will be replaced free of charge.
Mempers also receive a subscription to Arbor Day, the foundation's monthly publication, and
The Tree Book with information
about tree planting and care.
To become a member of the
Foundation and receive the free
trees, send a $10 contribution to
TEN FREE DOGWOOD TREES,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Ave., Nebraska City,
NE 68410, by March 31.

Vendors,
displays
needed for
May event
The Cinco de Mayo Fiesta 2001
outdoor market committee is seeking anyone interested in setting
up food booths, vendor/non-profit
sales, service organizations and
activity booths during this event,
scheduled for May 5 from noon
until 7 p.m. at the Mayfield High
School, 700 Douthitt St., Mayfield.
Cinco de Mayo Fiesta 2001 is
a celebration for all cultures, with
a wide variety of activities scheduled throughout the day including
music, dancing, health screenings,
a soccer tournament & a dance
for the grand finale.
A non-refundable booth fee of
$20.01 will be charged for all
sales booths or those who wish
to charge a fee for activities.
Deadline for participation is
March 26. For additional information or to request a booth packet, contact Terri Gipson, Purchase
AHEC, at 270-762-4123.

Reece files
for divorce
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Model
and professional beach volleyball
player Gabrielle Reece is divorcing her surfer husband after about
three years of marriage.
Reece cited irreconcilable differences as the reason for the split
with Laird Hamilton in her Superior Court divorce petition filed
Wednesday. They have no children.
Reece and Hamilton were married Nov. 30, 1997. The court document filed by attorney Marcy L.
Kenerson said they separated Jan.
20.
The 6-foot-3-inch volleyball star
began her modeling career in 1989
while playing volleyball at Florida State University.
Hamilton, who is from Hawaii,
is a professional surfer who in
1996 was voted one of People
magazine's 50 "most beautiful people."

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY.•(270)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

PEPPERS
Used Cars & Trucks
2000 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
st#01154 1, White, V-6, Auto
A/C, TIC, 10K Miles

2000 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
St#01215.1, Blue/Gray, V-8,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, CD
21 K Miles

1999 Chevrolet S-10 LS
St#01268.1, Silver, A/C, P/S,
P/B, 24K Miles

1999 Honda Civic LX
St#00452.1, 4D, White, Auto.
A/C, P/VV, P/L, T/C, 12K Miles

1999 Dodge 2500 SLT
St#00379.1, 4x4, V-10, Auto..
PNV, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
Only 6K Miles

199 Ford Ranger
XLT Sport
St#01264.1, White, V-6,
5-Spd., A/C, Cassette,
21K Miles

1999 Dodge 1500 ST P/U
St#01326.1, GreeniTan,
V-6, Auto., A/C, T/C,
AM/FM/Cassette, Running
Boards, 46K Miles

1999 Jeep Grand
Cherokee Laredo
St#01252.1, 4x4, Green,
Leather, PNV, P/L, T/C,
Cassette, Power Seats,
44K Miles

1998 GMC Sonoma
SLS Ex-Cab P/U
St#01133.5, Burgandy, A/C,
P/S, P/B, 36K Miles

1998 Cadillac
Sedan Deville
St#01244.2, Brown, Leather,
Full Power, 24K Miles

1998 Plymouth
Grand Voyager SE
St#00396.1, Maroon, V-6,
Auto., A/C, PNV, P/L, T/C,
67K, Miles

1998 Chrysler
Town & Country LXI
St#01130.1, White, Leather,
All Power

1998 Toyota Camry
St#01256.5, Auto, Air, PNV
P/L, Green, 52K Miles

1998 Plymouth Voyager
St#551 1 Green, Auto, A/C
P/S, P/B, 57K Miles

1998 Nissan Maxima
St#01211.2, White,
V-6, Auto, NC, PNV, P/L,
T/C, 38K Miles

1997 Nissan
Altima GXE
st#00014.1, Silver, A/C

P/S

P/B, 68K Miles

1997 Chrysler LHS
St#00414.1, White, Leather
All Power, 42K Miles

1997 Chrysler Concorde
St#01184.2, Burgandy, V-6.
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
72K Miles

1996 Dodge 1500 Club
Cab SLT P/U
St#01233.1, Black, V-8,
Auto, A/C, PNV, P/L,
T/C, Cassette. 28K Miles

1996 Chevrolet Corsica
St#01052.1, Burgundy. Auto
A/C, 76K Miles

1996 Chevrolet 3500 CC
St#01314.1, White,
Diesel, Flat Bed

1995 Infiniti J-30
st#01171 1, Dark Green, 4 Dr
Sedan, Leather, All Power.
83K Miles

1995 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
St#01312.1, White, V-6. Auto
A/C, PNV, P/L, Leather Seats
89K Miles

1995 Ford F-150 XL P/U

A. 4' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. al studds. 16"
0.0
G. 7 1116" Blandes
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J. 1/2' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
o 44 raised curb
We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Biding
1 CAR (12x20)
$4,225
2 CAR(IWO)
$5,025
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$5,325
2 CAR 124x241)
$5.525
LARGE 2 CAR(2400) 56.125
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
$7,475
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

Vinyl Siding
1' CAR (1200)
54,725
2 CAR (18120)
$5,425
LARGE 2 CAR (22s22)'
55.725
2 CAR 124x241
55.875
ARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
56.625
LARGE 3 CAR (308301
57.875
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

St#00370.2, Green, NC, P/S
55K Miles

1994 Chevrolet
S-10 Ext. Cab P/U
St#01084.2, White, Auto, Air
P/S, P/B, 88K Miles

1994 Jeep Wrangler
St#00339.1, Green, Auto.
AC. Hard Top. 91K Miles

PEPPERS
Chrysler • Plymouth • Dodge • Jeep
0

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris. TN
...
(9Q1)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent article, you stated that Americans probably eat too much red meat. But, of
course, this means that such people
have less iron in their diets. I am 77
years old. When I went for a check-up
with my doctor, my hemoglobin was 7
grams,so my doctor advised me to eat
more red meat. What do you think of
this approach?
DEAR READER: Not much, I'm
afraid.
Red meat is, of course, a rich
source of iron, a mineral needed for
normal blood production. An anemia
such as yours (the hemoglobin should
be about 14 grams) could be caused
by inadequate iron in the diet, but I
have never seen this happen in a normal adult who consumes a nutritious,
meat-free diet.
More likely, you may be suffering a
hidden blood loss (with resulting iron
loss, too) from within your intestinal
tract. Or you may be deficient in
some other necessary dietary nutrient. In any case, I believe that your
doctor was incorrect. He should have
investigated your anemia more
aggressively with blood tests and
stool analyses at the least. Moreover,
if you are iron-deficient because of
your diet, you need supplemental
iron pills, which will supply you with
a whole lot more mineral then you
can get from eating red meat- with-

DEAR ABBY

changes your wife is experiencing. So
I'll bet, is she. Therefore, in my opin
ion, her best option is to discuss her
problem with a gynecologist. Such a
consultation does not necessarily
mean that hormone therapy is a fait
accompli, but it will give your wife
more valid information and help her
to make an educated choice about
what to do.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Menopause." Other readers
who would like a copy should send ;2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 9-year-old
grandson cannot swallow a pill. Now
he has a bad ear infection for which
the doctor has prescribed antibiotic
pills. However, the child gags and
vomits when he tries to swallow them.
Do you have any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Sure, the most
obvious ones: crush the pills and
administer them in food, such as
applesauce, or ask the doctor to prescribe the antibiotic in a liquid, pediatric form. Over time, your grandson
will outgrow his inability to swallow
pills; until then, you need to take his
swallowing problem seriously and
alter the form in which his medicine is
administered.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 70-yearold male. I have had erectile dysfunction for five years. I am sure
this was the cause of my last
divorce. I like to date women, but
when it's time to initiate a physical
relationship, I usually move on.
When I showed no interest in
sex, one woman asked if I was gay.
Another went so far as to ask
me to "prove it."
I have a heart condition, diabetes,
and the medicine I am prescribed
prevents me from taking Viagra.
Abby, how do I handle this
gracefully?
JUST WANT TO DATE
IN MODESTO,CALIF.
DEAR JUST: You don't owe
these women an explanation
unless you're considering a
committed relationship. I see no
reason to disclose your medical
problems before that.
Continue dating. Don't isolate yourself. Many women out
there are just looking for companionship, too. You will find
someone. Trust me:
***
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You now need all of the sup
port you can get, and I do not
mean just financial. I hope you
will find a grief-support group
to help you through. Many
readers have written to tell
me how helpful they are.
Please let me know how you
are in six months. I care.
***
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
have been married for 23 years.
Last week she got a letter from an
old boyfriend, and she called him. I
can understand why this guy is
curious, and I don't mind that
she called him, but they've been
meeting for coffee.
I am not a jealous person, but I
don't understand what he wants. I
feel she should have just said
"thanks for calling," and let that
be the end of it.
We have never had any problems in our marriage, but I feel we
are now definitely headed for one.
Got any suggestions?
WORRIED IN WICHITA
DEAR WORRIED: It's time
for you to meet this old beau.
The next tiune they have a coffee date, you should be included. It may put your fears to
rest — or alert you that trouble
is brewing.

Ten years ago
School Black and Gold Band has
Murray State University Racers been accepted to appear in the
won over Middle Tennessee Blue eighth annual Six Flags Over Texas
Raiders 79 to 67 for the champion- Concert Band Festival at Arlington,
ship of the Ohio Valley Conference Texas, May 6 to 8. Phil Shelton is
Basketball Tournament. The band director.
clinches an NCAA Tournament
Births reported include a boy to
berth for the Racers for the second Mr. and Mrs. James D. Francis Jr.,
straight year.
March 2.
Published is a picture of Murray
Forty years ago
Fire Department Code Enforcement
Verne Kyle, general manager of
Officer Artie Haneline installing a Murray Manufacturing Co., said the
new American flag on a pole along company has received an order to
12th Street. The new flags, about provide approximately 25,000 Tap50, will adorn the street to honor the pan gas ranges for apartment units
returning men and women who par- in New York City and San franticipated in Operation Desert Storm. cisco.
Births reported include a girl to
Murray Fire Chief Flavil RobertHope and Kelly Rogers, March 1. son attended the 33rd annual meetThis was listed as a boy on March ing of the Fire Department Instruc7.
tors Conference at Memphis, Tenn.
Twenty years ago
Open house was held March 5 in
semesspring
the
for
Enrollment
ter at Murray State University totals the new sanctuary of First Method7,453 students, according to Wilson ist Church.
Fifty years ago
Gantt, dean of admissions.
Nancy Wear, Jimmy Jones,
Murray High School Tigers and
Lady Tigers won over Marshall Peggy Rowland, Gene Wells, WilCounty Marshal teams for the liam Parker, Zetta Yates, Lochie
championship of the Fourth District Faye Hart, Glenda Kirkland, Buddy
High School Basketball Tourna- Buckingham, Kay Ray, Zann Patment. High team scorers were ton, Carolyn Melugin, Sue Parker,
Jimmy West for boys and Tonya Ann Perry, Betty Sue Hutson, ShirAlexander for girls, Murray, and ley Henry, Gene Hendon and MaBruce Ford for boys and Laura Seay son Evans are members of the cast
for girls, Marshall.
of the play, "Our Miss Brooks," to
Thirty years ago
be presented by Murray High
Calloway County Fire-Rescue School Senior Class March 15.
Births reported include a boy to
Unit will, continue its fire-fighting
service for the rural area. Unit Mr. and Mrs. James Oliver, March
members have asked that anyone 7.
who has made a pledge of money to
Mr. and Mrs. Will A. Ray of the
the unit to honor their pledge soon. Stella community have been marThe 80-member Murray High ried 62 years.

DEAR ABBY: I just lost my husband. He was 61 years old and suffered a massive coronary at home.
Taking care of all the things a "new"
widow must do has been very hard.
My husband had been married
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
before, briefly, in the 1960s. When
***
I contacted the Social Security
out the additional problem of excess
DR. GOTT
office, they told me I would have to
To receive a collection of Abby's most
dietary cholesterol. By all means,
provide a copy of his divorce memorable — and most frequently
continue to monitor your hemoglobin
papers — among other documents requested — poems and essays, send a
level, but I urge you to ask your
— before I could receive his widow business-size, self-addressed envelope,
PETER
physician to test you further.
benefits.
(Thank God his mother is plus check or money order for 93.95
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 54-year-old
in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
GOTT, M.D.
still
living
and could tell me which ($4.50
wife has suffered from menopause for
"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
and
the
approxicity
to
contact
11.81054-0447.(Postage is included.)
two years, with the result that her
mate year of the divorce.)
libido and our love life has evaporatI am writing this for the benefit
ed. When I suggest that she consider
of other women who are second
hormone therapy, she refuses and
and third wives. Now is the time
says that such medications would
to get the divorce papers from
1
CONTRACT BRIDGE
make her fat. Is this true?
their husbands' previous marDEAR READER: No, it's false. For
riages. Doing it while you are
Announce your
many post-menopausal women, horgrief-stricken is very stressful.
mone supplements can make an enorWedding,
HANGING BY A THREAD,
mous difference in quality of life, not
TULSA,OKLA.
L You are East, defending lead a club at trick two.
to mention the protective effects that
Engagement, or
against Four Spades,the bidding
If you played the jack of hearts
this therapy has in preventing osteohaving
gone:
North
—2NT;
South
instead
at trick one, declarer would
Social Event in the
porosis and heart disease. There are
DEAR HANGING BY A
make the contract if he had a hand
potential drawbacks, of course,
THREAD: Please accept my —3Spades; North —4Spades.
Murray Ledger
NORTH
such as:
including slightly increased risk of
condolences for the sudden
•K Q 7 3
4 A 10 9 8 2
'times.
uterine and breast cancer. Thus, horloss of your beloved husband. I
K4
V6 5
mone therapy is not appropriate for
am
sure
many
couples
will
be
you'll be glad
•A Q J 6 2
• 10 5 3
all women.
grateful that you made it a
4A Q
+742
you did!
point at this difficult time to
From the tone of your question, I
EAST
warn them.
Whatever you did next, declarer
surmise that you are frustrated by the
*6
could not be prevented from scoring
II A J 92
10 tricks consisting of five spades,
IC)A 1 L_V"
INA 1
•K84
four diamonds and a club. A club
+KJ963 shift by partner at trick two, howL_CONICPIIE
West leads the seven of hearts, ever, would allow your side to coldeclarer following low from lect two hearts, a club and a diaGrteAT ACTING, GREAT
dummy. Plan your defense.
mond for a one-trick set.
HIS KIND OF
SCENEIZY, WrTTY CHALOGUE,
MOVIE ALL RIGHT,
2. You are declarer with the
2. Win the jack of hearts with
AND CLEAN AND RESTPUL!
ESPECIALLY
Z-Z
West hand at Four Spades, and the king and lead a low spade tbTHtS 15 MY KIND OF MOVIE!
THE FtESTFUL
North leads the jack of hearts. ward dummy's 10-5! This guards
PA2T
How would you play the hand?
against either opponent holdingfour
WEST
EAST
trumps, which is the only holding
4AJ 76432
4105
that realistically might jeopardize
V A 73
K8
the contract.
Mk*
kiN
14:\
•7
•AJ 1053
If North happens to hold the K-Q4QJ 9
BK 10 8
9-8, he will score only two trump
• •
r
***
tricks as a result ofyour safety play.
flOZ1. The best chance to defeat But if you started by playing the ace
711r
the contract is to play the deuce of trumps from your hand, or by
:16
ofhearts at trick one!If you make leading a trump from dummy,North
this play, the contract is likely to would score three trump tricks, and
V
fail. Assuming West's seven is his you would finish down one.
fourth best heart, it will win the
If South turns up with all the
...WHAT
NA I SA4ING 7?
PACK!! SHUT 400R
IT WOULDN'T MATTER IF
trick when you play the deuce on missing trumps, he will also be unEYES, VIVIAN! I DON'T
YOU'RE A Das! SO WHAT
40U sAvJ ME HOP ON THE
it. Partner should then deduce able to score more than two trump
IF vOU'RE IRVING's 000-?
HAVE ANY CLOTHES ON'
SCALE COMPLETELV NAKED!
that you allowed him to hold the tricks after you begin by leading a
4oVRE STILL A too'
WHO WOULD VOU TELL??
4OU'RE A 15013'
trick because you wanted him to low trump to dummy's ten.

Test Your Play

Tomorrow: Nine is fine.
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS

Mich
35 Pastry
38 Being (Latin)
39 Saloon stock
41 Within
42 Enzyme
43 In like —
45 Female
46 Cerium
symbol
47 "— Kane"
49 French
article
50 Three-run
hit
52 Wears away
54 Spent
55 Liquid
measure

ACROSS
1 Good loser
6 Block of ice
11 Spanishspeaking
quarter
12 Pitted fruits
14 Nimoy ID
15 Chamber
17 Show Me St
18 Chemical
suffix
20 Breakfast
pastry
21 Decimal
base
22 Festive
occasion
24 Farm animal
25 Singer k d
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I Summer
footwear
2 San Juan is
its cap
3 Globe
4 Ocho —
Jamaica

26 Detective
Queen
28 Current -30 Anger
31 Electrified
particle
32 Grand —,
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ill all

dim amen
UU

ilIUUURUdad
6111°1
il

10 Solidify
11 Singer Mary
J13 Ballads
16 Scooby 19 Curve
21 - salon
23 Bird's nest
25 Actress Tea
27 Cerise
29 By way of
32 Respond to a
stimulus
33 Vindicate
34 Some
peanuts, for
example
35 Oscar winner
Washington
36 More vapid
37 Abyss and
cavern
40 Roman 52
43 Rank and 44 Ms Hatcher
47 Medical
procedure.
for short
48 — on your
life
51 Roman Iwo
53 C-F linkup

I TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 9, the
68th day of 2001. There are 297
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 9, 1862, during the
Civil War, the Monitor and the Virginia (formerly the Merrimac)
clashed for five hours to a draw at
Hampton Roads, Va.
On this date:
In 1661, Cardinal Jules Mazarin,
the chief minister of France, died,
leaving King Louis XIV in full control.
In 1796, the future emperor of
France, Napoleon Bonaparte, married Josephine de Beauharnais. The
couple divorced in 1809.
In 1916. Mexican raiders led by
Pancho Villa attacked Columbus,
New Mexico, killing more than a
dozen people.
In 1933, Congress, called into
special session by President Roosevelt, began its -hundred days" of
enacting New Deal legislation.
In 1945. during World War II,
U.S. B-29 bombers launched incendiary bomb attacks against Japan.
In 1954, CBS newsman Edward
R. Murrow critically reviewed Wisconsin Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy's
anti-Communism campaign on "See
It Now."
In 1975, work began on the
Alaskan oil pipeline.
One year ago: John McCain suspended his presidential campaign.
conceding the Republican nomination to George W. Bush. Bill Bradley ended his presidential bid, conceding the Democratic nomination
to Vice President Al Gore.
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Prosecutor admits to ruse
GOLDEN,Colo.(AP)— A prosecutor admitted posing as a pubhC defender to help deputies capture an ax murderer, even though
he knew it might violate ethical
codes.
Chief deputy district attorney
Mark Pautler told a three-judge
disciplinary panel Wednesday that
k wanted to "take a killer off
the streets."
Defense lawyers want Pautler
disbarred, saying he shouldn't have
'deceived Death Row inmate
William "Cody" Neal.
"The notion that if the crime
is bad enough, government lawyers
are entitled to lie is a flawed one,"
said Jeffrey Pagliuca, who called
for suspension of Pautler's license.

LBL plans burn in
elk, bison prairie

Pautler, 58, is accused of violating attorney rules of professional conduct by introducing himself as a public defender when he
persuaded Neal to surrender on
July 8, 1998.
Neal, 44, later pleaded guilty
to killing three women with an
ax and was given three death
penalty sentences.
A judge previously ruled that
Pautler, a lawyer for nearly 27 years,
committed misconduct by engaging in intentional deception.
Neal is in jail while the sentences are automatically appealed.
The hearing is scheduled to
continue Friday. The panel has 30
days to issue its recommendation.

Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area has scheduled a prescribed burn to take
place in March on the Elk &
Bison Prairie.
In an effort to stimulate new
plant growth and reduce the accumulation of fire fuels, a team of
trained fire management professionals has determined that a prescribed burn is necessary.
SPECIAL WISH...MMS fifth-graders Scotty DeShields, Leslie
Stroup and Kesia Henderson wish their teacher, Patsy Oakley,
a happy Valentine's Day.

with completion scheduled in October.
Jones said some of the silent
items for this year's event include
dinner gilt certificates to area restaurants, sports memorabilia and trip
packages.
"We will also offer our second
Online Auction beginning April I.
Items will be available uptil April
19. All proceeds from the Online
Auction will also benefit the building project," Jones explained. "The
Silent Auction will be held from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. on Friday at
the Curris Center, and then on
Saturday from 5 until 6:30 p.m.
at the Regional Special Events
Center."
Once completed, the center will
be equipped with conference rooms
and a large multi-purpose room
that can accommodate up to 300
guests.
Jim Carter, vice president for
institutional advancement and executive director of the alumni association, said the center will mainly be used for alumni activities,
but will also be available to students, faculty and the public for
events, wedding receptions and
group meetings. In addition, the
center will be the new home of
the offices of development and
alumni affairs.
Funds for the new Alumni Center have come from various sources.
Carter said that a large portion of
the funds has been raised through
auctions held during Alumni Weekend. Other donations have come

from private individuals, as well
as royalties from the MBNA Alumni Association credit card.
"The auction has become very
popular, with items being donated
from alumni all over the United
States," he said. "This has been a
longtime goal of our alumni. We
have been fortunate that everyone
is committed to the Alumni Center building project."
The culminating event of MSU's
Alumni Weekend will occur on
April 21, with CEL•E•BRATE, a
gala event that will occur in the
Regional Special Events Center.
The evening will begin at 5:30
p.m. with decade displays, refreshments and music depicting each
era of the university's history beginning in the 1920s.
A dinner buffet will be served
at 7 p.m. featuring celebrations of
the Vision Quest $25 million campaign victory and the 75th anniversary of the alumni association. The
evening will be capped off with
music for listening and dancing
by "The Cruisers," a musical group
from Paducah.
Roger Reichmuth, director of
development at MSU, said the celebration will be a monumental
event.
"This particular Alumni Weekend is, indeed, very special. In
addition to celebrating the 75th
anniversary of the alumni association, we will celebrate the conclusion of our first-ever comprehensive capital campaign, Vision
Quest," he said. "A committee of

The Forest Service Prescribed
Fire Staff at LBL, the Savannah
River Prescribed Fire Team, and
the Kentucky Division of Forestry
have determined what area of the
Prairie would most benefit from
a prescribed burn.
The team will construct a fire
control line to contain the fire in
the designated area. Signs will be
posted along Highway 68/80 and
The Trace in LBL announcing the
fire. Wind and weather conditions
will be monitored so that smoke
can be controlled.

Prescribed burning is an essential management tool for this firedependent Prairie ecosystem. It
will encourage new plant growth,"
said Dean Karlovich, LBLs Fire
Management Officer.

MSU plans variety of alumni events
Murray State University's annual Alumni Weekend scheduled for
April 20-21 will offer a special
focus this year with a variety of
events.
The kick-off of the year-long
celebration of the 75th anniversary of the MSU Alumni Association, the conclusion of the institution's first-ever comprehensive
capital campaign, Vision Quest,
and the ground-breaking ceremony for the new Alumni Center are
just a few of the highlighted events.
The Alumni Weekend "Memories and Milestones" festivities will
showcase Murray State .University's present and past achievements.
A multitude of activities have been
planned to make the annual pilgrimage to the main campus especially enjoyable for alumni and
friends.
Events on April 20, include
reunion activities for the class of
1951, a groundbreaking ceremony
for the new Alumni Center, the
Emeritus Club Luncheon, campus
tours, and a free choral concert
in the Performing Arts Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Patti Jones, assistant director of
MSU alumni affairs, said the alumni association is also sponsoring
a Silent Auction during the weekend with proceeds going to the
Alumni Center building project.
The new Alumni Center will
be located on the corner of Arcadia Circle and U.S. 641, next to
Union Planters Bank. Construction
is targeted to begin April of 2001,

unplanned wildfire is lowered.
The controlled burn will not
threaten the wildlife living in the
Elk & Bison Prairie. Animals will
instinctively withdraw from fire.
Since only a portion of the Prairie
will be burned, there will be plenty of areas where wildlife can
retreat.

When a prescribed burn eliminates the top layer of excess vegetation, the nutrient rich soil underneath becomes an ideal environment for plant growth.
The germination of many plant
species is dependent on the heat
from fire. The stimulation of plant
growth helps promote native vegetation for the area.

volunteers has put together an
evening of entertainment; displays,
food and a program that I think
might just well be the most exciting and fun-filled event we've ever
held. It is intended to thank all
of our wonderful donors as well
as let our alumni and friends know
how much they are appreciated."

The build-up of leaves, needles, and grasses along the ground
poses a potential threat for wildfires. As these decaying materials
gather, they become possible fuel
for fires. By ridding the prairie
of these fuels, the risk of an

While celebrating the present
milestones of MSU, Jones said the
kickoff of the 75th anniversary of
the alumni association year-long
celebration is an occasion that will
provide all the alumni and friends
with a time to re-capture memories of their college days.

During the burn, the Elk &
Bison Prairie will be temporarily
closed to the public.
For more information on prescribed burns, visit the Forest Service website at www fs.fed.us.
Questions should be directed to
Dean Karlovich at 270-924-2000
ext. 2063. Visit LBL on the web
at www.lbl.org.
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"During Saturday evening's festivities there will be an array of
decade displays and food featuring the sounds of the Alumni Dixieland All-Stars and Some, The
Len Foster Band, The Grumpy Old
Men, and DJ's Bob 'Dr. Trey'
McGaughey and Rush Trowell IV,"
Jones explained. "There will be
an era for everyone. The weekend promises to be one that everyone will remember for years to
come."
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All alumni and friends of the
university are invited to attend this
gala event. The price of $7.50 per
person is all-inclusive for the Saturday evening celebration.

2FOR $45"
We Have The New Colors In Dress Shirts & Great
Looking Solid Textures.

Advance
reservations
are
required and can be made by calling the alumni office at (800) 7588510 or (270) 762-3001. Reservation deadline is April 6.
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